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YOL. Till. PHILADELPHIA, PY., JULY, 1890. NO. 7. 
the: etude New York iB to have another new music hall for Wagner’s “Tannhauser” waB given for the first time chamber music and recitals on Fifth Avenue. Manager in Spain at a recent Madrid performance 
John LaTine hopes to give the inaugural concert on Mo>z£0,8II ^ become tbe condtlclo 
vCu ,_i a _ _._• v>_• iL PHILADELPHIA, PA., JULY, 1890. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students of 
Music. 
Bt 20 luauguI t“ uu Morzkowski has become the conductor of the Orches- 
tral Society’s concerts in Breslau, in the place of Max 
The New York series of Thomas’s midsummer night Bruch. 
SusacaiPTiON Rates, $1.60 peb Yeas (payable in advance). 
Single Copy, 15 cents. 
The courts have decided that all subscribers to newspapers are held 
responsible until arrearages are paid and their papers are ordered to be 
discontinued. 
— - THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street,. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
concerts closed on Sunday, June 16th. Mile. De Vere 
and Theodore Relehman sang. Among the selections 
were the overture and duo from “ The Flying Dutch- 
The New Madison Square Garden was inaugurated on 
June 16th by the Strauss orchestra. Society turned 
At a recent musical soiree, given by Mme. Cosima 
Wagner, Siegfried Wagner made his first appearance as 
a pianist. 
Victor E. Nessler, the cbmposer of “The Trum¬ 
peter of Sakkingen’’ and “The Ratcatcher of Hamelin,” 
ouT in num?errand we“re delighted fctilHpSK died at Stra8b^’ a*ed 49 
W. 8. B. MATHEWS, R®J0HN S. VAN ftLEVE, 
JOHN 0. BHiLMOBE, E. E. AYBES, 
Mm. HELEN D. TBETBAR, 
strains. The hall contains 200 .boxes and 8000 seats. 
The season is to last ten weeks. 
Saint-Saens’ father has just died at the age of ninety- 
seven years. He was the organist of the church of St. 
The Juch Grand Opera Company will open its next Nicholas, at Bonlogne-sur-mer, for fifty years. 
_• t\__a. a_a m_ T7i t_L- m__i.j xn_a__vr_ 
Memgfstg Editor, THEODORE PBESSEB. 
(.Entered at PhUadalghia Poat Qffioe as 8&smd-<&m Matter.) 
season in Denver, next August. Mr. Chas. E. Locke 
is its director. On Oct. 20th the winter season will 
The celebrated French tenor, Naudin, died in May, 
aged sixty-seven years. He was chosen by Meyerbeer 
be begun in Philadelphia. This will inaugurate a tour to create the part of Vasco di Gama in “ L’Afrieaine,” 
through the West, extending to San Francisco, and in Paris. 
returning to New York in May, 1891. TU’-w-r. Tnwpn* Parrewo p.rpatprl ft hiflrhlv favorable im- 
The management of the jonrnal during the absence 
of Mr. Presser on his European trip, will be placed in 
the hands of Charles W. Landon. He has been a regu¬ 
lar contributor to The Etude for a number of years. 
Prop. Geyer, of Cincinnati, the inventor of an “ im¬ 
proved double-bass,” has gone to Europe to concertize. 
His instrument is 14£ feet in height and 8£ feet broad. 
To play it Prof. Geyer is compelled to mount a step- 
ladder and to hop up and down the rounds during the 
Mme. eresa Carreno created a highly favorable im¬ 
pression at her first recital in London, England. She 
i nlnved Schumann’s “ Etudes Svmnhoniques,” Rubin- 
He will have exclusive control of the journal for the performance. So says the Zettschrift fur Musik, Leipsic. 
months of July, August and September. The regular Ihdianapolis has been holding its second music 
editors will continue their work in the same manner, festival. Mr. Chas. Holman .Black, the baritone, was 
The contributors and correspondents will, we hope, con- brought over from Paris expressly for the event, and 
p ay y p i ¬
stein’s “ Valse Caprice,” her own “Intermezzo in A,” 
among other selections. 
The directors of the Brussel’s Popular Concerts have 
decided to have each concert of next year’s series, as 
tinne to send in during the summer months matter for 
the jonrnal. 
Mr. Landon’s work will be that which has heretofore 
been done personally by Mr. Presser, viz., the revising 
and accepting of manuscripts for the journal. 
In i li l i it si they did at last season’s, conducted by a different con- 
ductor. For next winter Messrs. Colonne, Lamoureux, 
 , v. Bulow and Richter have been chosen. 
will not sing again in America until 1892 Verdi’s M Gerster, whose voice, it is said, has entirely 
“Manzoni,” “Requiem” and the “Elijah” were ro(, . Ub f ’ r 
nnwers. has been ensraered for a Ma z i, it i  a in njnjan ere recovere(j it8 former po ers, as ee e gage f r  
iven. Mile. Clementine De Vere, Mme. Herbert limit d series Gf performances of Italian Opera in Lon- 
oerster and Mr. Victor Herbert were also among the ^ England> jfme. Fursch-Madi, and the tenor, J. de 
T» 1  - £ il Uni, r7z»7vif/ in ^ Qmnn Q m _ 
me. erster, hose voice, it is said, has entirely 
recovered its for er po , g g
li ited series of perfor ances of Italian pera in Lon- 
MTTSI0AL ITEMS. 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Hklbh D. Tretbab, Box 2920, New York City.] 
The New York Philharmonic Society will celebrate 
its fiftieth anniversary in 1892. 
Mlle. Flavie Van der Hende, a Belgian violoncellist, 
made her American dSlntt at the Thomas concert, Lenox 
Lyceum, on June 4th. 
Mr. Edmund _ Stanton has engaged Mme. Minnie 
Hank for a portion of the season. She will appear in 
“ Carmen ” and other operas. _ 
Heinrich Zollner, the Cologne conductor, is to 
succeed Mr. Reinhold Herman as the conductor of the 
New York “ Liederkranz” Society. 
Signor Del Puente has been singing opera in English 
with the Hmrich’s Opera Company, now giving a sum¬ 
mer season of opera in Philadelphia. 
Mrs. Celeste B. Givens and MiBs L. Belle 'Little 
have charge of the Musical Department of Drake Uni- 
veraitv.' Des Moines, Iowa, for the coming year. 
soloists. The conductor was Mr. Carl Barns. - 
The second annual meeeting of the New York State 
M. T. A. was held from June 24th to 26th inclusive. 
Among the readers of essays were Mme. Luisa Cappiani, 
Miss Kate S. Chitttenden, and Messrs. E. E. Scovill 
and Her’Ve D. Wilkins. Mines. Anna Lankow, Fannie 
Bloomfield-Zeisler, Misses Jennie Dutton, May Lyle 
Smith, Louise Gerard, Bertha Bronsil, Terzah P. Hamlm 
and Neally Stevens were among the artists who partici¬ 
pated. 
Reszke, are of the company, 
bula” was a great success. 
Her debut in “ Somna - 
EAND0M NOTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 
M. T. N. A. 
AN AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION 
MUSICAL ART. 
Mr. Stanton promises next winter’s NewjYork opera- 
goers such novelties as “LeRoi d’Yo,” Lais; “L’Esclar- 
monde” and “Le Mage,” MassaneU; Arzael, “Franchi” 
Mr. Joseffey, after getting a great amount of free ad¬ 
vertising, disappointed his audience by not appearing. 
J. H. Hahn, is president for the coming two years; he 
and “Diana of Sonlange,” Duke of Saxe-Coburg. Herr ^ag B{j0wn great executive ability in the management of 
Gudehus, the celebrated Dresden tenor, will join the , . mooH__ 
__ ’ on,1 Sohnollon win ha the, the Detroit meeting. company. Mmes. Mielke and Schoeller will be the ■ • . C • hf’ _i- -.onn „ 
principal prima donnas; Mme. Ritter-Goetze, the lead- The next meeting is to be in Minneapolis, 1892, the 
mg contralto. Messrs. Reichman, Fischer, and Behrens meeting of ’ 91 being omitted, 
will remain. There is a nrosoect of mai 
FOREIGN. 
s y,1 '
The students of the Mozart Conservatory of Music, 
Wichita, Kansas, gave four recitals in May and Jane. 
The selections ranged from Bach to Meyet-Helmund; 
Campanini reappeared before a New York audience 
on June 12th. ,. He was assisted in this concert by Mile. 
De Vere, and Messrs. Bologna, Sabbatelli, and others. 
Saras ate played in London on June 7th. 
- . *»> 
Talazac, the tenor, is the favorite of Paris at present. 
Tsohaikowski’s new opera is entitled “Pique-Dame” 
(Queen of Spades). 
Mme. Sembrich is singing at Kroll’ff'Theatre, Berlin, 
with enormous success. 
p p ny new State Associations 
being formed for the year ’91; there being no national 
meeting, the State Associations will make unusual effort 
to have valuable meetings. ' 
Do the members of the Associations, State and 
National, have an idea of the great amount of work done 
by their efficient committees^" 
The orchestral and choral concerts were held at. the 
Daily concerto are now given on the first platform of Detroit rink, the audience numbering from three to four ' 
the Eiffel Tower, Paris. thousand. .. . 
„ „ . ,. __ -A* Theodore Thomas and Ms orchestra did some of their Xavier Soharwenka is engaged in the composition ot - , , . ... , 
an opera, “ Mataswintha.” best work in the interpretation of the music of our 
Lady Charles HaliA (Mme. Norman-Nfiruda) will. American compositions. The compositions presented 
visit America next season, it is said, by American composers were of unusual merit. 
mm} 
m 
102 THE ETTJDE. 
Mr. Waller, of Louisville, Ky., Is a pianist of attain¬ 
ments and great promise *, he did good work and gave one 
of the most enjoyable recitals of the Association. 
There was some very fine singing by the choral 
society, which numbers about three hundred voices. 
Great interest was manifested in the Orchestral sad 
Chorus Concert Fund of the M. T. N. A. Special effort 
will be made all over our country to bring this fund np 
to the desired limit of one hundred thousand dollars. All 
teachers and musical societies are requested to give 
entertainments for the'benefit of this fund.. 
The Detroit meeting was the largest attended in the 
history of any association. Although restricted by the 
limitation indicated in the invitations of file programme, 
which reads: “ The essays given throughout the meeting 
are intended to give a comprehensive review of the 
progress made in the various' departments considered, 
of thei ri it! j prol \ i> « ", lopmen 1 >f the futt 
some valuable essays were given. . 
. . The leading discussion of the members, as they stood 
in crowds about the hotels, was the great meeting of ’93, 
"at-Chicago. This meeting is being planned on a com¬ 
prehensive plan and the Association is taking steps to 
make it an epoch in the musical growth of our country. 
Jt will be international in scope and character. The 
August number of The Etude will give full descrip¬ 
tion. 
Much time was given to essays on school vocal music. 
These papers were valuable and practicable, the dis¬ 
cussion was the liveliest of the session. 
In the history of the Association, no city has given 
such a royal welcome as Detroit. A special token of 
'.honor was given by the city council, in illuminating and 
decorating their beautiful city halj.. 
Mr. Chas. H. Jarvis, of Philadelphia, gave a valuable 
paper on teaching piano music. 
Mr. Theo. F. Seward gave one of the most valuable 
papers ever read before the Association, on “Tonic 
Sol-Fa, an expression of the Psychology of Music.” 
Great interest was taken in the playing of Mr. Mac- 
Dowell and Constantine Sternberg. 
Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler gave a bright paper on 
“ Women and Music.” 
President A. R. Parsons was a good presiding officer, 
putting the different measures before the association with 
exceptional clearness. ' 
NOTES OP THE NEW YORK STATE TEACHERS’ 
MUSIC ASSOCIATION. 
The second annual meeting of thiB Association was 
held at Saratoga June 24th, 25th and 26th ; this was the 
greatest meeting in the history of State Associations, 
the membership being about 1700. — 
The essays were practical and helpful and given by 
leading minds in the profession. 
The recitals and concerts by the New York Phil¬ 
harmonic Club, Mrs. Fannie Bloomfield-Zeisler, Miss 
Neally Stevens, Mr. Edward B. Perry, Dr. Carl Martin, 
Mr. Albert G. Thies, Miss Louise Gerard, Mme Annie 
Lankow, Mile. Bertha Bronsil, Miss May-Lyle Smith, 
Mrs. F. L. Curtis, Mr. J. de Zielinski, Mr. Conrad 
Ansorge, Mrs.’Mathilda Gallavan, C; V. Slocum, F. W. 
Wodell, Mark C. Baker, Mr. F. J. MacDonough, Miss 
Terzah P. Hamlin, Mme. LuisaT Cappiani. 
The' organ was especially represented, the recitals 
flONNEOTIOUT MUSIC TEACHERS’ 
ASSOCIATION. 
Lillian. E. Yates, Herve D. Wilkins, R. Huntingdon 
Woodman and _othere. . __ 
Dr. Ephraim Cutter m.d., ll.d. gave a valuable paper 
upon the voice in “ Singing Speech and Whisper.” 
Miss Terzah P. Hamlin has a wonderful contralto voice; 
great things may be expected of her. 
The meeting for next year will be at Utica. 
The financial affairs of the association are in good 
condition, a large balance being left in the treasury. 
President for the coming year is S. M. Penfield, New 
York City; J. William Suffern, Secretary and Treasurer. 
The affairs of the association could not be in better 
hands. . 
June 8d witnessed the organization of the State Music 
Teachers’ Association of Connecticut. • The meetings 
were held ip Hartford. Several good concerts -were 
given, including an interesting performance of ■ “ Elijah.” 
It is evident that • tics musical interests of the State are 
largely in the line of choral work. This is due, how¬ 
ever, to the persistent and high-pnrposed efforts of the 
“ Hosmer Hall Choral Union," which was organized by 
the Hartford Theological Seminary in 1880. This is a 
remarkable fact—that the musical progress of a State is 
largely due to the influence of a great Theological Semi¬ 
nary. This Choral Union is made up-of. about two hun¬ 
dred voices, representing some of | ry best society 
of Hartford. The purpose of the TjWSti is to familiarize 
the str 4 ■ Jem nt u ! th< • opl of Hart¬ 
ford w" 10 ,.3d mui 1 has ever been 
written. Many other societies all over Connecticut 
are imitat g th s exa nple Therefore it may be said 
that Connecticut is preeminently a State of Choral 
Societies. 
Several papers were presented and pleasantly received 
by the audience. The time is coming when musicians 
must be able to discuss musical subjects intelligently in 
order to maintain a high standing in the public esteem. 
It has not fully arrived, it is true. Nevertheless, a 
better day is dawning. 
The Association elected Mr. N. H. Allen, of Hart¬ 
ford, President, and-F. A. Fowler, of New Haven, 
Secretary. - 
From the educational point of view, by far the most 
important feature of the meeting was the paper On 
“Terminology,” by Prof. Waldo S. Pratt. Of course 
much was expected of Prof. Pratt by those who knew 
his eminent ability to handle such subjects. 
The following is the general idea of-this significant 
paper: “ Definition involves classification, and classifica¬ 
tion is based upon a comprehensive and systematic sur¬ 
vey of the whole subject ; therefore, terminology is the 
science of systematic, classified, and precise verbal 
statement.” The essayist claims that ‘‘.the. time is 
coming when every literary or pedagogic treatment of 
music will have to base itself, upon broad scientific foum 
dations, or be laughed to scorn.” He calls attention to 
the fact that music has not yet been treated as other 
sciences ; that our musical terms are heterogeneous, un¬ 
meaning, and therefore unintelligible. He quotes some 
accepted dictionary definitions to show that there is “ a 
striking difference of intellectuality between the defini¬ 
tion of things nautical, or military, 0£ commercial, or 
political, and those of things musical.” He asks: *“Is 
then the alleged dignity of music a sham ? ” By way of 
practical suggestions he urges:— 
1. The demand for “a comprehensive text-book, an 
introduction to music, arranged upon a really philo¬ 
sophical plan, containing most off the matter of a good 
dictionary, but arranged in classified order, all the 
matters of the same sort together, with such explanations 
as-will bring the several groups-into connection vfith 
each other, and with a first-class index.” 
2. The need of “ one or two schools of music in 
which the course of study shall be framed, not upon 
principles of expediency merely, nor upon tradition 
merely, but upon the same kind of scientific method 
THE IMPO TOI OF SUMME 3ADINC 
FOR iUSIOIANB DURING VACATION. 
being given by John Hyatt Brewer, A. L. Barnes, Mitm-Uhat controls schools of technology and the schools of 
the three so-called professions.” 
' It is safe to say that within twenty-five years there 
is reason to hope that the entire science of music will be 
revolutionized. If it is not, college-bred men are going 
to repudiate the study as being unworthy of the twentieth 
century. E E. A. 
Now that vacation is at hand and Summer with her 
alluring smile invites us to.'her banquet of delights—how 
that the surly frown of Winter is a' thing of memory 
only, and the hours when it was delightful to be walled 
in with the narrow confines of the study are long behind 
ub,—now that overtaxed brain and nerve, and muscle 
cry aloud for rest and relaxation, a word-of caution and 
advice will be timely 'to.our thousands of readers is their 
mad exodus to the sea-shore, or the lakeside, or the 
mountain-top. “Rest is not .quitting the: business 
career; rest is the fitting of self to one’s sphere.” 
It is a vulgar blander to associate the idea of; absolute 
vacuity#and utter stagnation with that of repose, which 
consists chiefly in an agreeable and contrasted change of 
employment. The vast armies of piano students, ddring 
all the nine or ten months of the season, have been 
pouring out in loving libations their worship, before the 
great technical idol who is the same in .all lands, whether 
yon call him Juggernaut or Moloch or Baal, and with the 
same cold smile does he demand of his victims the ntter 
sacrifice of time and strength, and even life itself some¬ 
times. During the period of study, learners upon the 
piano are too apt to make the excuse that they have no 
time to cultivate their minds in any.general way, because 
their fingers are so stubborn. Now that vacation is 
here do not fail to employ some of your leisure hours 
in furnishing your mind. Time was that the German 
language alone was rich in literature bearing upon 
music, but the last ten years have gradually removed the 
stigma of barrenness from our beloved English tongue. 
The Germans for an hundred years have become increas¬ 
ingly rich in beantifnl, stimulating, instructive books - 
upon the art of mnsic, in every department, from 
its driest technical dost; to its most living and growing 
philosophy. One who understood German could at will 
wander into an orchard heavy with fruitful thoughts, then 
pass into a bower festooned with the most fragrant 
fancies, and from that oat into a green, sunny meadow 
of fresh feeling, through which wanders the crystal 
brook of inspiration, whose fountain was at the top of 
some remote and sky-piercing mountain. But of all this 
beautiful domain the English speaking student knew 
nothing except by meagre translations, unless he encoun¬ 
tered the toil of learning the German language. Now, 
however, thanks to the enterprise of our publishers, and 
among them the Etude occupies a front rank, those who 
can read English only are richly supplied with the best 
materials. There are three or four excellent dictionaries 
in the Englimilanguage; the lives of fifty or more of oar 
famous coai&wers have been cast into readable form, 
either hieierfcoFSt^he pith of a romance; books on 
every department of technology are abunda it, and 
sketches of all kinds, from the light and amusing concert 
notice to the profound philosophizing of Hegel and 
Schopenhauer, are accessible to all who wifi bnt read: 
As yon go to your summer enjoyment d ; ot turn rest 
itBelf into a toilsome and injurious labor, by its mere 
excess, for your brain will not stop working—the busy 
mind will be at work; if you give it nothing to weave, it 
will weave cobwebs of injurious, reverie, in which the 
dead flies of vicious thought will hang and make your _ 
soul hideous.. Set to work on the warp and woof of 
some intelligent plan of "reading. It need not be heavy ~ 
but it should be consistent, and let your mind, if it most 
wander, wander like the bee, whose zigzag and devious 
course provides the sweet food for the winter. 
, "• John S. Van Ci.eve. 
m 
The library of the late Dr. Merz is for sale. It is 
one of the largest collections of musical works in exist¬ 
ence, covering aB it does every conceivable subject 
related to music. Fall information and catalogues can 
be had by addressifig-J; Wolfram, Canton, Oliio, or Dr. 
C. H. Merz, Sandusky, Ohio. 
Best is not quitting the busy career, 
Best is the fitting of self to its sphere; 
’Tis the brook’s motion, clear without strife, ' 
Fleeing to ocean after its life. . 
’Tis loving and serving, the highest and best, 
’Tis onward and upward, and that is true rest. 
—Goethe. 
It is unworthy of a musician to make concession .to 
the age in which he liveB, for his works pass away- with 
1;, 1 1 the »ther hand, he cannot affo i.to ign re it, i * 
it dropB him if he neglects it.—Ifohert Franz. 
AUDIEIOES FBOM THE STAIDBOMT OP 
' •' - THE PIANIST. 
Chicago; June 10th, 1890. 
Dear Mr: Dresser:—I have not forgotten'my promise 
to rate something about my con art experiew for I?he 
Etude, nor do I flatter myself that its readers are burn¬ 
ing with impatience oyer my delay, for which I can offer 
no >ther ap< log tl a 1 «h b m ich but d aphorism, '* t o 
bnsj 
My past season of hty- li le 89) engagements affo ds 
subj ct-matt r • iri ■-* and exc ng enough satisi the 
mostbl it >f newspaper men, bn < > th< ed voci bn 
lary< th * roil i ration pres n* nan ifficulties, and 
i nnst beg hi subset • i ol rHE Etude nany of wh m 
are friends >i this to give me some idea of the 
kind of experience about which they most desire to know; 
Shall I tell them of my audiences ? Of the stiff audi¬ 
ence that gradually thaws, and at the close of the pro¬ 
gramme may even demand an encore; of the chilling 
audience that is not decided enough to freeze or 
good-natured enough to approve, but continues to the last 
as depressing as a London fog; of the flexible, sensitive, 
warm-hearted audience, sympathizing with every mood, 
and enthusiastic from pure affection and good will; of 
the conscientious, discriminating audience, which quickly 
detectn merit and gives to the artist’s conscious faults 
the criticism of polite silence ; of audiences undecided 
at the firet hearing, but willing to be courted, or of those 
indulging in wild enthusiasm as fresh acquaintances, but 
who remain apathetic on the return engagement ; of the 
Vgtnlience which is musically irresponsible, but applauds 
-‘'everything; or "of that whieh9 though “most highly 
cultured,’ ’applauds nothing; of the audience whose silent 
attention isa compliment to the artist, and whose applause 
ia spontaneous, if brief, or of that whose silence is dubi¬ 
ous, and whose thin applause is “ long drawn out; ” of 
the audience which is too large for, the house or of 
the house which is too large for the audience ? 
Oh, what a help is a big, warm, sympathetic audience ! 
Perhaps you would most like to know of the good, 
thorough work everywhere carried on by men and women, 
practical musicians of solid worth, who are working with 
a will, teaching too often with little encouragement and 
in obscurity. 
Sometimes, too, I meet the fussy old pedagogue, who 
does nothing so commonplace as to teach, but who “ in¬ 
structs,” and who is apt to notify the musical world if 
he attends a funeral, or “ consults his medical adviser,” 
etc. Do you recognize him ? 
• I am entertained in many beautiful homes, where 
every comfort/and luxury dictated by refined taste is 
lavished on/tfe^g^est with true American hospitality. 
God bless ike American home and the hard-working 
music teacher1 ' 
Here to-day and there to-morrow, meeting many whose 
friendship one should value, but of whom I retain as 
vague a memory as do they, no doubt, of thg/pianist. 
I am always glad to reach my destination, and often as 
pleased to push on to the next engagement. Sometimes 
a reception, now and then a lunch party, and often 
beautiful roses fall to my lot. „ „ 
An occasional pianistic prodigy crosses my path. One 
in particular I remember—a sweet little miss of five— 
who seemed “ overpowered with a sense of her identity.” 
The child, after failing in repeated efforts to improvise 
(?) a familiar operatic air, was addressed by her dis¬ 
comfited- mamma aB follows: ‘^Now, darling, play for 
Miss Stevens what the angels whispered to you the other 
day.” 
“The angels” not being propitious, “darling” 
slipped from the piano, stools clear case of stage fright 
—and rushed sobbing to her misguided mamma, 
To be sure, I don’t forget those awful trains tearing at 
3 a. m., and still fresh in my memory are the long delays 
at forlorn cross roads. Perhaps my trunk goes a-roving 
unchecked. 
Twice have the legs and pedals of my piano arrived 
without' their key-board. 
But I will- close “ with the bright side out,” remaining 
till next, season very cordially Neallt Stevens, 
SHAEL WE -STUDY AT HOiEE OB ABROAD ? stands American wants and conditions, Ev n nr adopted 
*-■— - Americans are, as a ..rale, handicapped by early habits, 
“I want the best musical advantages for my child, and home traditions. The best teaphers, also, at home 
Shall I send, him to Europe or keep him here? A says and abroad, are apt to gravitate to the larger cities; 
Europe, B says here. Which is right and which is where, if they can get anything to do; their services are 
wrbng.? • The/questionis fltei asked >fme anchdi ibt- better .-paid 
less of other teachers. An answer of one word is gener- Here, then, are the factors of the problem . More 
ally expected. Even if that one word is “ here,” there highly cultured composers and dilettanti abroad. As 
is an askance look which seems to say: “ Aha, you are fine pianists, organists and singers here as there, perhaps 
looking after you? own interests. I shall now make an better. Better and more successful teachers here. More 
allowance verythiug yon a; stimulus abroad to a high and liberal culture, and espe- 
In truth.here, as in most mooted questions, both sides cially to an acquaintance with and love for the classics, 
are right and both partly wrong. Let us look at both In the domain of church music, better and quicker prepa- 
sides with impartial eye, and divested entirely of what is ration at home. ° 
sometimes called the patriotic standpoint. In music As coda to this article I may be pardoned for the fol- 
there is but one country and one language, albeit with lowing anecdote: An American friend and myself were 
many brogues. Certain European centres have at pres- studying the organ at the Leipzig Conservatorium, and 
ent some undoubted advantages; which they will probably under the same instructor. After a lapse of several 
ever retain. I appeal to the experience of all earnest months my friend, who was not far advanced in organ 
musical Btudents who went to Leipzig, Munich, Stuttgart, music, came to me one day in despair, saying he was 
or Dresden with a reasonable knowledge of the German hardly learning anything practical, and should have to 
language. I am sure they found, as did I, that they were return to this country with nothiug fit to play for an 
plunged at once into an atmosphere of music that was ordinary church voluntary or exhibition piece. I told 
classic, refined, enthusiastic, and infectious. Not only him I would fix him out in this regard if he chose to 
was there no call or demand for a low order of composi- study with me. He consented, and on leaving a few 
tion, but there was no patience nor tolerance for medioc- weeks later, told me he had learned more of organ play- 
rity in either composition or performance (except that ing and organ resources from me than in his whole year 
the vocal standard was not always the highest), and this from theJJerman Professor. S. N. Penfield. 
in the people’s homes as well as concerts and conserva- [Mr. Penfield was already a good church organist before going 
tory exhibitions. Reverence for the classic authors was abroad. c. w. l.j 
universal. It was not necessary to explain and analyze 
Beethoven and Schumann, or to urge the importance and WHERE TO STUDY MUSIC. 
beauties of their works upon unwilling or indifferent pa¬ 
trons. They had drunk in these masterpieces with their 
mother’s milk. It was in the very air of the place. The 
Obanqe, N. J., April 24th, 1890. . 
Dear Mr. London.—Notwithstanding the best inten- 
tone and character thus given at the start to the musical tion and desire on my part to help you in the elucidation 
education is invaluable. Given a foundation upon a rock,' of the matter of “ going to Germany to study the piano- 
aqd the rains of trash and trickery may descend, and the forte, ” it is simply impossible, in my present state of 
floods of charlatanry may come and the structure falls health, to write the article you request. I have to give 
not. The character and taste are formed and the judg- UP engagements already made and am discouragingly in. 
ment receives its balance wheel. I have instanced the arrears as to matters of correspondence. The whole 
cities above, and there are other such as essentially edu- subject may be discussed, however, under the general 
cational centres, where a healthy musical taste asserts text, “A prophet is not without honor save in his own 
itself and dominates its surroundings. The same is true, country,,*/ The “musical atmosphere” is a factor toa 
although in a less degree, of certain larger European certain degree, but only because there is a certain pres- 
cities, Milan, Berlin, Vienna, Paris and London. In tige in studying in the country of Bach, Handel, Haydn, 
these the general conditions are much like each other, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Chopin, Wagner, etc., 
and similar to New York City. They all have their stc., etc. V hen one goes so many miles away from 
musical circles of artists and amateurs, where the very home into a strange country with a foreign language, a id 
highest order of music is rendered with the utmost finish, meets many others who have gone abroad urn er like 
These, if public concerts, are very costly; if private con- circumstances and with a common object in view, there 
certs, are only for the select few. In large American *8 a certain spirit of emulation aroused and a “ < 3sire to 
cities, and especially New York, the cost and the exclu- shtftv the natives what we can do when we g< tome.” 
siveness amount almost to a prohibition. However, the R'ft after the most of us get home we settle down into a 
“ initiated ” manage these things at a small cost. Thus, uniform humdrum of daily routine, and those who have 
these musical advantages impress themselves but slightly not keen abroad succeed about as well as those who 
upon the general public or the average musical student, have. Nevertheless, it must be coneei. id that the 
The garden and watering-place concerts, with their experience of foreign travel, or travel in our native 
Strauss waltzes, and the opera comique with its musical country, broadens our view of things ii g( eral, and add- 
monstrosities, are ever on hand with open doors, and substantially to our experience. I am inclined to think, 
there is everything to distract; Yet, inMmusic,'as in while not disparaging the eminent ability of the teacl n 
morals, the tone and strength come largely by opposing one me®ts abroad, at, nevertheless, we_ ha 3 just as 
evils, not shunning them; by breasting the tide, not g°od teachers at home, who moreover better under- 
floating upon it. So, in cities like New York or Phila- 8tend, and are, therefore, better adapted to develop and 
delphia, Paris or London, the student who is determined g^de, the American temperament and organization, 
to find the best will find it, and in profusion. ■; As before, I should /be glad to help you in the 
Now when we come to the work of the teacher him- impartial investigation of this subject. As you-are pro- 
self, we find the conditions greatly changed, and to a con- bably aware, I expect t sjiil for Europe on May 7th, 
riderable extent reversed. The teacher who does the with the intention of returning in October next. Excuse 
best work for art, and who succeeds best with the Ameri- this urriedletter. I am so over-occupif . there is 
can pupil, is himself a performer, clear-headed, with no time for-more. Sincerely your friend, 
pew era of analysis, an enthusiast in his profession and 
an imparter of his own enthusiasm to others, with a thor¬ 
ough knowledge of hitman nature^ and familiar with the 
William Mason. 
Talent will be jifigreat value in promoting the mental 
advancement of the art student. The best means to j.,. .i j j v * * ^ _ * « * u u euij ui uw u Btuucu m u oi u
conditions, the demands and drawbacks inseparable from devel talent in children is to bring them in contact 
American life, and withal, a man or woman of high moral with talented persona. No master can supply that which 
character, shore fond of the art than of the dollar. Such is to be effected by daily association with such persons ; 
• , i i ' • l i , i i j . 
teachers are to be found mostly here and not in Europe, the sacred spirit of the muses hovers about such children; 
one cannot tell whether it comes out of them from within r , 1 ,1 T7i UUO UUUUUb bCU WUCtUOl U UUUICO UUb bUCUl UUUl nntuu
for two reasons: Americans, more than Europeans, are or whether they absorb it from without; and herain lies, 
taught to think for themselves, and not take thin^/for doubtless, the great benefit which educated^ahd cultured 
j granted; second, an American necessarily better under- parents confer upon their children. 
104 T H E ETUBE, 
BY CHAS. 'W. LANDON. 
[For The Etude]. vancement with a good teacher and, learning the Bubtle Being a musician implies an extended, concise and 
ava<ptttv Aism punppQQTfYKTAT lrTTflTfl and deeper truths of musical art. Furthermore, the comprehensive knowledge of the theory and history of 
AuLAlXiU a -Q-wJJ' * aUIJodBIUJSAaj jhuoiu better teacher would have been cultivating taste and de- music, of the biographyof the great, composers, of works 
lEACHERe veloping the child’s musical talent to the utmost, and on the various [specialties in teaching, as well as being 
: ; v : leaii^^himlihW^^iihbrbugh'musiciahslup.?^;^^ lah-mrtis^iperfiii™ qB;v-'7/>v 
bx ohas w lahdon 'Hayingselected i&aoher he diotdd t>€ rusted pm- rhe-p«ogreisiye.:tfeheir;:iaQt-@hly^reaid8 but'heistiidies 
-——— pletely, ^The:cMM;Bh0ttld%eigiveh:.ftilly:into hands arid:thinks Pe;inyestig^te8:’new,:theotfeS;pfinstruetion, 
“ Mal-information is worse than Non-information.” tor musical education. [Consult, advise, and reaueBt, but and uses the most approved ideas and methods in his 
Habit, that subtle power that lifts the child up to heaven do not dictate. When you have employed a physician, teaching. He is alert and active in thinking out what is 
or r& him down to the bottomless abyss said character, you unhesitatingly take his remedies Why not give our we for the advancement of each ndividual pupi and 
that attribute of the soul which is eternal, is in the hands mnsic teacher the same full confidence? prompt in its application. 
of the teacher to be moulded at his will. Like can only * the child has been poorly taught, but has now a new He makes self-improvement a part of every day’s wbrk, 
produce like. No one can lift us to a higher plane than and better teacher, give this teacher time to produce and because of his increasing knowledge he is a leader 
where he himself is standing. No teacher can impart results. If there are many bad habits to. overcome, he in his profession. He is never satisfied with the results 
what he does not know. Example is stronger than pre- will have slow and discouraging work for himself, his of his work, or with the amount and quality of his attain- 
cept. The actual in character and attainment has a popil, and the pupil’s parents. The parent who consults ments, for he knowB that the self-complacency of “know- 
greater influence than the assumed and asserted. ' the best interest of his child will allow the teacher who jng it all” is to stop advancing, to retrograde, and that 
6 When we select a family physician we are careful to *8 laying accurate groundwork—which is always slow in if he retains what knowledge ne has he must keep on 
select one we can truBt; we look for a man Who has char- l*8 manifestation—to continue until he makes a good advancing. To accomplish this, he attends the annual 
acter as well as skill. When we employ a lawyer we still performer of his pupil, rather than call in some less meetings and associations of music teachers, and Btudies 
exercise caution in getting one who has a reputation for capable teacher, who will put on a superficial finish, and during his vacations, that he may be well up and in 
knowledge and shrewdness and at least professional in this way seem to produce wonderful'results in a very advance of the times in the newest and best things of his 
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honor. But in too many cases when we select a music short fame. Kei 
teacher, how is it? Do we use a reasonable amount of results are nece 
caution and a well-informed judgment? Knowing that teachers by the l 
 h
-t . ,  
, , t i  
f ii , ,  
      
profession. He puts brains into his teaching and leads 
his pupils, to use their brains in studying. Compare this 
teacher with the amateur teacher, and see if he is not 
the teacher will be instrumental in moulding the child’s but consider the quality of musicianship displayed in worth more than the difference that he charges for tuition, 
character and in implanting in him germ ideas and touch, accuracy, and expression, and especially note the There is a prevalent idea that the so-called “natural 
thoughts, and directing an important Benes of habits, all style of pieces that he uses. . musician” is especially superior; he. is therefore in iB  
of which shall lead either to certain failure or success, iB . -. 
it not worth while4 to exercise more than ordinary dis- music in his community, hence, it is policy and economy, performer, especially in bringing out clearly the “music ” 
crimination in selecting the music teacher? Remember in the long run, for parents to employ the professional of a piece, he is necessarily a poor teacher. To him 
that the stronger the magnetism or fascination of the teacher only, and give no encouragement to the young much of music waB intuitive; he has never been over the 
teacher’s personality the greater is his influence. Cer- Misses who live at home, at no expense to themselves, hard and rugged road of the average pupil; what others 
tainly no parent can be justified in being too thoughtless and are teaching at almost any price, andthatadear one, have to attain by long and well-directed efforts came to 
and hasty in so important a matter. for the sake of a little ‘ ‘ pin money ’ ’ till they * ‘ find their him of itself. He has never learned as they learn, and 
While in common school studies a teacher who has not destiny.” The professional teacher has prepared him- does not and cannot know the processes of mental and 
had a collegiate education may do good work, for he will self to compete with other teachers of all grades of profi- technical advancement; hence, as a teacher he is infe- 
not teach the child that A is B, nor say that three and three ciency, and has been educated for a life-work by long rior to the one who has made himself €. good musician 
A good teacher upholds and improves the taste for demand as a teacher, but, although he may be a superior 
,         
t i l   t   j ti i  i  i  t  t tl   t  
and hasty in so i portant a atter. „ 
il  i   l t i   t    t ti . 
8®1^
are seven, yet there is so wide a difference between litera- yeara of hard study with eminent masters at great cost, by a careful course of study in each and every step of 
ture and art that the analogy does not hold true in teach- and he gives large value for the money he charges for progression.. 
ing music, because art admits of nothing short of tuition, while, on the other hand, the amateur teacher It is as difficult to closely imitate a copy done in a 
perfection, and anything less than this is just that much 
of a caricature. But no educational mistake is so often 
made as in placing children for their first terms of instruc¬ 
tion with teachers who are not properly qualified. 
Every pupil is constantly coming to difficulties that he 
does not know how to overcome; here the good teacher 
can make clear to the puzzled pupil just howto solve the 
j ■ rr» . . ii__j »x • _i _la ii • *_■ x xi_x xi_  
has no true conception of her self-imposed task, and has jagged, illegible penmanship, as it would be to as nearly 
no idea or intention of making music teaching a life-work, copy a beautifully engraved sentence, and so it is as easy 
and has in no way fitted herself for it, therefore parents to work up to an artistic ideal as to closely follow a lower 
make a serious mistake in encouraging this class of one. 
so-called teachers. The poor teacher imperfectly shows how a given pas- 
s t Ic   t  r ; *iier  t   t r Well-informed musicians of the 'widest reputation sage is to be placed, instead of explaining the underlying 
  l  t  t  l  il j t  t  l  t maintain that this class of amateur teaeherB do the principle and giving the whys and wherefores, which 
difficulty; and it is right at this’point that the common cause of. music more harm than all other influences would make the pupil independent, and thus give him a 
and cheap teacher fails, for he can only explain the self- combined, from the fact that they lead people to take a practical knowledge of how to play all like passages. 
  t r f ils, f r   l  l i  t  s lf- 
evident, and the very points that confuse the pupil con¬ 
found this kind of a teacher. If the pupil is eventually 
to compete with fine musicians as a teacher, he must learn 
of musicians and not of novices. 
No mercantile house can sustain itself by selling goods 
at half cost, and no teacher who has spent thousands of 
dollars and the best years of his life in study and prepara¬ 
tion can give lessons at low prices. - “ The best is the 
cheapest,” and, “we catch the big fish in deepwater.” 
,
low estimate of the value of music as a factor in devel- The poor teacher gives the pupil a pitcher of water to 
oping the finer qualities of character and mind. They quench his momentary thirst for knowledge, while the 
prevent the people from realizing that -music is some- good teacher gives hifTpupil a fountain of living waters 
thing more than an amusement or an agreeable accom- where he can drink in truths while life lasts. Elishment, that it is a science, an art, and On many it Many good teachers are women, and it is .one of the 
as such a powerful influence that it is almost a religion brighter signs of the times that so many are thoroughly 
_ xi_ ir • _ • _ _ ...... j _ x . • i t • , i _• xi_t n_•_• xi_»__ n T__: 
should always be ideal and perfect, and the deep and 
lasting impressions that are universally true of first les¬ 
sons should be such asjwill guide the pupil to a superior 
musical attainment!; but can this be possible with a poor 
teacher? 
It. needs but little looking about and investigation to 
successful issue, while the poor teacher can but poorly 
start-the pupil, and how poorly none but the good teacher 
can tell. 48 
The good teacher can direct the pupil at points where 
he most needs it. He can help him over difficulties in 
the easiest and best manner, and in this important matter 
ll r   t  t r  f i  lif  i  t   r ra- to them. Music is a great factor in educating the young preparing themselves for superior work in this profession, 
ti  i l t l  i . t i t to a noble manhood and womanhood. ' It is a field where “there is no lack of room at the top.” 
If the pupil is studying with a competent teacher, he 
The young teacher who is known to be a brilliant and and his parents can take pride and pleasure in speaking 1 
favorite pupil of a famous teacher starts in his profession of it, and do not have to acknowledge, with excuses, that ... GLOBED EYES. ~ 
at a very great advantage, and soon succeeds in getting a they employ some one who is known not to be a capable _ 
class of the best pupils. teacher. The good teacher sees the end from the begin- j)EAR Editor_ 
, Tko musical models and examples that the pupil hears ning, and can direct his pupil’s steps at every point to a Mr> i^therbood recommends “ Technicon ” practice 
,  ^ «,closed „ Might it not be well to practice 
- te tt  il,   l   t t   t parta of phras'8> pbrase* and pasgages with ^closed 
Bonsi s l e such aEfs-will guide t e ilit  a^superior • eyes”? I find that I can concentrate my attention more 
si l tt i ent; t  t i   i l  it   r cicely on the movement of fingers, etc., and the expression 
teacher? . . Ji? 08t “ee<v,lt*, Me can help hi  over difficulties in -0f phrases, etc., with “closed eyes” than otherwise. 
It. t littl l i  t i ti ti  t        Ig £ot thi8 idea of importance in memorizing f Why did 
leam that the pupds^ of superior teachers do superior poor teachers completely fail, for their work is of a tread- we at timea) 8tudy (especially in memorizing) with 
work and are leaders in mnsioof-theiruwn social circles, mill order, their pupils co. - tiy come ont where they “closed eyes” when we were at school? If there is a 
Wide, perhaps, not every eM» that studies music could began, and make little or no real advancement. A good kernel in this idea, let ns get it. Pianist? like William 
become a fane performer, yet how many pupils of poor musical education costs pinch money, and so it is wise to Sherwood and Yladimir [de Paehmann look away 
teachers ever nse above mediocrity? ‘ As the twig is pay it out where there will be sure returns; hence, study from tIie keyboard in most difficult pas, nply 
bent the tree is inclined,” is as trae in the study of music music with a musician one who is a teacher for art’s tMnk ont 4, performance. Why do not mon f 
as in for^tion of character. W. H. Sherwooe says: sake, and has skill, and knowledge, and an enthusiasm think our ma8ya! (what we wish to be mmiml) perform- 
f ^.teaching. ?use or aggravate for his work. * ances, as do these great artiste? Your« truly, 
weakness in^nanas, cramps, stilt joints, etc., and conse- Every step of advancement in performing rests on Fees. Si 
quent inability to realize one’s desires, musical thoughts, habit and a foundation of automatism. Habit is a cable - . — ’ 
and inspirations. The situation is grave and senous._ _in which we are weaving a thread every day, thus strength- 
It is . serious because so many are learning to play upon ening its hold on us for either good or evil, just as we 1° response to many inquiries from teachers desirious 
the piano with a view to becoming teachers in their weave. If each thing taught, method of touch and every of prosecuting their studies in the theory of music, H. 
turn, who waste time and money only to arrive at unmu- idea, is correct, the pupilwill grow to a success, but if A. Clarke, Musical Doctor, will receive students for in- 
sical results. I have hardjvork with a large majority of his foundational work is weak and false, there can be no straction during the summer months in Harmony, Com- 
my pupils to undo or unravel all the bad habits that lasting superstructure. There must be a thorough cor- position and Counterpoint. 
have been built up. I have often found it qecessary to rectness in the early work, or advancement is as impos- Apply by letter or in person to Dr. H. A. Clarke, 223 
begin anew, in order to build up anything substantial in sible as to build a great temple on a foundation of sand. S. 38th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
place of the expensive and inartistic habits^” - The truth of this sweeping statement becomes evident —- , 
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3 is to he understood throughout the entire 
little difficulties are surest, quickest and 
at some future time paying a good teacher fori having practiced uniformly accurate in every particular, and m08t permanently overcome if their fundamental element 
the child unlearn these very Bame things-? only a good teacher can bring about this indisDensable at once made a-thorough study in all its hearings.— 
t, ,.«( tv. t:__ -.1- ±__i_vi_ _x .? _u e r v..n«7. Is not the time of youth too valuable for Buch experi¬ 
ments, to say nothing about the loss of time and the dis- 
result. 
the pupil was with the poor teacher, learning a few self- teacher; he can analyze to the minutest the*processes 
evident things and forming many.bad habits mat but hold of the mind in learning, and this enables him to guide 
him back inymusic, he might have been making true ad- the pupil at every stage of his advancement. 
Kullak. 
The progressive teacher jran be known by the follow- Chopin had that reverential worship for art which 
of excellence. He is well read on all subjects characterized the first masters of the Miadle Ages, but in 
to his art; he is a musician as well as a expression and bearing he was more simply modern and 
t  t  less ecstatic. As for them, so art was for mm, a high-and 
i n holy avocation. Like them, he was proud of his election 
i Bta In . v „ for it, and honored it with devout piety.—Frans Liszt. 
Aiioo+Tf>Mo inonrowo telle is much the faster. There iB no need of confusion 
t^UESIIDnS ana y^IISWEI[S. ;f the teacher will 8;mply expiain that the metronome 
, numbers mean the given nnmber to a minute. For in- 
»fnce, the dottedhalf-lots to marked 96, which to 
IS HALF AH HOUR SUFFICIENT POE A 
PEIVATE LESSON ? 
BT LEWIS LOEWY. 
Please allow me a space in the columns of your valu 
rises? I have been thoroughly and carefully trained in u " "“"l1 10 m " _ _ ' ~ 
technic and fingering, my teacher being a pupil of tbia ca8e 96 measures to a minute, but the Rpndo goes , .. _ , 
Moscheles but mie g ve me most'p my finger studies at th< rate of 66 measures in a minute The time rati “lease all «r e a space m the colu ns of our valu 
verbally. I have no exercises but Kohler’s Op. 60, of the Tarantelle is given in measures, while that of the able Etude in regard to a matter of great importance to 
wMAl sm'feadof, ^ . . Rondo is indicated by the half measure. Furthermore, music teachers and music teaching. In The Etude’s 
learneduooBtly by pi/ce^uPh^ “ La bell iTcapricciosoJ” if tbe Rondo kad indicated an eighth-noteat 112, there April issue of 1890,1 find in an article, headed‘‘ Respect 
by Hi®ffi®J§ sonatas, and oilier carefully selected music* would have been but about 19 measures in a minute. ^ue . .8 ■‘“•U819a^ Profession, ^ by Mr, • C. Sternberg 
from the classics. _ ^ . Again, if it had been written as the Tarantelle, with a opinion expressed, that half an hour is quite suffi 
, 8 „1 knQ nfU8i !J Lb °2 * “ d Z™1 JL-JHff datted 1 all not > a m mare t would have t > •*» a the cient fr' a.mQsic le 801 ’» 1tbe sever 4 “8“^nts in 
chords," ete?, without going so £r as lounterpoint. Is rate of 112 measures to the minute, and this would be favor °f tbl8 a88ertl<m do “°t seem to me at all convinc- 
anything b Iter than ‘ Weitzman s Manual of Musi al faster tl in the Tarantelle. Ii other word the not in- “Js J 30P*e ™° ^ for half an a nr e nnot and will 
Theory”! # dicates what shall be the beat or pulse value, and the n°t‘ expect more ihap thirty minutes; but as to this one- 
L In the Lohengrin V e ding March for font hands, fi ure ho, many 0f them to the ninute of time. balf n' “ 8J tem being “produ tive of jus as good 
la . >erfect ns nth tw i ronld '- is answer in the ibov . . J ’ ^ ® um our pro¬ 
be allowable to make the third and sixth notes in each . WtowI.. l«,t HtW msn w "m «»oior,i..nt.» fession, I Bincerely believe, will be of the contrary 
measure longer, counting four, which .renders the treble ” j • j, .. P > opinion. While for very young beginners a whole hour 
even, and is more pleasant to the ear ?. j. B. one felt blB trunk and 861(1 he was very like a great snake; may too ]ong a time> a iesaon of forty-five minutes 
4. Five wise but blind men went “to see the elephant 
one felt his trunk and said he as very like a great snake; 
results as any other,” a very great number of our pro 
fession, I Bincerely believe, ill be of the Contrary 
ry.
ay be too loi * *• ti e » lesson f forty five inutes 
description of this fine set of studies. They are entitled: „ _, age talent ana physical development; but with older 
“ Twenty Studies of Moderate Difficulty, for Developing ... ®f b \ the W Ww tW wer« n f and m°re advanced PuPils> Practicing daily two hours or 
Style, Expression and Technic,” by Anton Sirelezki. U °°g’ f°rhe more. a lesson of even three-quarters of an hour will 
7 ’ P . felt the elephant’s body and said he was very like a barn, barely prove sufficient. Such pupils will have to You will be pleased with them. n -nv . , . e ' ““ ' oareiy prove sumcient. auch pupils will have to prac 
2. Plaidy is out of date. For technical practice, 1 ^ “vr-?018”? J “ ”astk®y went» buJ tice, from twenty to thirty minutes daily, finger exercises, 
accent scales and arpeggios, and Mason’s two-finger ex- p lncludlnS> of course, scales, arpeggios, etc., and, while 
ercises (Touch and Technic) are interesting, and the . , P , . ' » ,, 1 *ta ght, “ there ou8ht to be a shortening of these in the lesson, at 
best; while for musical development the above studies of ““T’ "“w LTrtlt ^^ least ten minutes will have passed before they are 
Strelezki’s, which may be followed bvW. S. B. Mathew’s -JJ. “® 4 P U\ , g “ake a P^ayer* finished, and the teacher must consider himself very 
Phrasipg, Yol. I, are infinitely above Kohler, Plaidy ^ your hands wlre in coLc't posiTioI^ when lacky> aad W the strictest regard to fast flying time, if 
& Co know when your nanas were in correct position, or when he will have completed the lesson at the expiration of 
3. Why not be thorough? Weitzman’s book is good, y°a °8ed f°Ur DgerS ”g V',! !“ ^°ne was cor“ the half hour. But he must confine himself to correct- 
and so is Howard’s. With either book the pupil should r6f? LI 'J,*™ imPreS811011 of ing hurriedly the tonal or rhythmical mistakes, for he 
study, and he will find it a genuine pleasure, ‘‘Guide to c° ors» an e ». e e can eacb our* will lack the time in explaining particularly the latter 
Musical Composition, to Acquire the Ability to Invent se ve8' class of errors, and in causing the pupil, by deductive 
_m l_rr w~i.ift.u-4. Tl.:. u ~~~ 4.u~ _~~4. 6. Yes. reandnin?. to recognize and correct the miHlate. Thia 
i l iti , t i  t ilit  t t , 
Melodies,” by H. Wohlfahrt. This is one of the most 5- es- reasoning, to recognize and correct the istake. This 
useful books in our language to the student of composi- 6- Living composers can, and do, write in the classical method of-teaching the pupil to think for himself Is the 
tion, but it should be used with other works on harmony, forln> but it takes time, a generation or more, to prove only-one that will lead to good results, and cannot be 
as this treats of melody. if music is of such lasting worth as to be called classical, successfully applied to half-hour lessons. But the pupil’s 
4. Whenever there are one or more measures, it is to 7. No. Not if you want waltzes. But they will not 
he played in. the time written. Sometimes when there is pass for andantes or adagios. Such music has its place, 
but now and then one count of such note divisions, it is and in the development of taste in many pupils, we 
to be played exactly the reverse of what you say; that could not do well without it. 
is, it shonld he played as if written an eighth note fol- g_ Being a born Yankee, we will answer this by asking 
lowed by two sixteenth notes, or; the second and third another question. Why do children like fairy stories 
7. . t if t altzes. t t  ill t mnBical hearing needs development, and he ought to be 
iss f r a a tes r adagios. uch usic as its place, instructed in at least the rudiments of theory, harmony 
i h and form- There oa8ht als0 to be an occasional playing 
,uld t do ell it t it. at BiSbt and reviewing of old pieces and studies; it is, of 
„ _ . . , .. course, impossible and unnecessary to take up all of 
8. i   r  ,  ill r t i   i .. v , , . . . , - 
, . w, ’ .... ... .. .• these subjects in one lesson, bat at least one of them 
—-- j - , ---- uubuci u couiuu. •» ut uu uao achaav qiulico , , ,v « • J a j r . t A? a 
notes of the triplet go with the second of the two eighth but find no interest in Milton and Shakespeare? We °°ght t0'tl®P1®ked^ut> and bow caatbl8 be satisfa inly 
notes in the other part. But, you may ask, why was it have inherited more or less of a taste for music. This done wben tbe _wbo1® lesBOa wdl oniJ' occut!7 thirty 
not written so then? Because whatever else a triplet .to8te has been more or less cultivated Thousands and wmutes? It is true, that by tor the grt .umber 
may mean it surely and emphatically means a marked millions of people get unalloyed enjoyment out of the female c°Ueges are practicing the half-hour system, , 
accent on its first note. If triplets in any form are played COmmon kinds of music, and it is as much of a delight m tb08e of a bigber rant special classes are - angec* 
. . • a * « • * « M. a ' ° Ak nnmln lttnfwi/lfoH in f hA /fi-H-nnOnf hnnnnhnn 
* * * Win LIIUU U1UUO A UiUDIVl *4im* AW AO MO LUUVU V* U UUJgUl . , « ■ _ A J * Al_ J * AS? A t- ' 
without this marked and decided accent, it is as wrong to them as the symphonies of Beethoven ai;e to you. T PKPlls are instructed in the different branches o 
as if incorrect notes weye played. fi W T. nr, — i—a-i. u.*i— n-j »-•——s-- ^ musical theory. It is ales true that teachers&of C. W. L. When we banish Mother Goose and Fairy storieB, then 
Please answer the following questions through the we will all listen delightedly to classical music, 
columns of the Etude, and greatly oblige a subscriber, is much music that is unmitigated trash, a twin 
There blSker grad®8 of piano playing will give half-hour les 
, sons for the benefit of those who are pecuniarily unable 
brother - ... , j tat * ~ a s. 
Qoes.-I. In X. Soharwenka'a novellette in F minor, to flash novels, but there is also mnoh music that lies » PW *» a Ml hoar; and, ■»!belmve, even prodach™ 
meaanre 82, which hn the greater value, that is, which between traah and the classic, that has a valuable mid of.S”d re8““8’ “„°“e “C p“pd8- 
should bftagastained the longer, the high C marked stac- . . 
cato, or the A flat immediately under it which is tied to wortny Pla 
the previous A flat? Ques.  
2. Chopin’s tarantelle in A flat is marked a dotted a r0om wli 
half-upte at — 98; Mendelssohn’s. Rondo Capriccioso is 50 feet* hi 
marked a dotted quarter-note to —-112; both are Presto 2. In ue 
movements,.and both in # time. Which is the quicker arranged? 
of the two? and please explain, the difference in the • 8 
metronome marks. Ans.—1 
worthy place in the world of music. C. W. 
middle grades, will combine with-increased execution 
also a thorough theoretical knowledge and the ability to 
Ques.—1. How may we best improve the acoustics of «think musically.” Players not possessing these indis- 
a room with these dimensions,—length, 80 feet; vridA, pensable requisites*-may, in the course of time, acquire 
60 feet; height of ceiling, 24 feet; stage, 3 feet high ? r , ’ , , ; , 
sing wires as a remedy, how should they be a certain degree of more or less brilliant execution, And 
rr 6. a. s. in the opinion of affectionate relatives and friends be 
Ans. 1. I should try putting a curtain of heavy mate- “excellent performers, who will playtot sight anything 
, - a i, at.- that is placed before them.” while m fact they know but 
rial anon aq von rpp in rnnat on or a hoiinpfl : rnm ah ati r j 
s.- . I should try putting a curtain of heavy mate- , 
3. Should the Rondo Capriccioso be played as fast as , such s y u see mos pe uses; this s n tbat 18 PIaced bef°re tke“? while.in fact they know bat 
a tarantelle? v • . v m ^ a ^ superficially the‘‘letter, and have no idea at all of the 
4. Will you please explain why technique cannot be e*Penmen*> however. Try various positions on and near Hgp^n Being in most cases totally ignorant of Ton- 
“learned from books.” 1^ have had instructions for *he 8^aSe ^or testing the amount ot echo; you will find ality, they cannot, intelligently, play any composition 
several years under the-bestTeachers, but feel that, except that some places produce less echo than others. The with more or less intricate modulation, and they are still 
as far as discipline is concerned, I could have attained idea of the curtain is to change the dimensions of the less able to commit such pieces to memory. In conclu- 
my present degree of proficiency, from text-books alone. nri , • sion, I must add that no reference whatever is madq to 
6. Are the “Novellette” and “Moment Musical” r m‘ ( any of the-class systems, Iiut only to half-hour, semi- 
recognized forms of composition, and if not, how would 2. I have seen wires tried in many ways, but never weekly, private-lessons, which system I deem uusatis- 
_ , „ ... . # 
you classify them ? saw any benefit from them. C. W. L. factory, and, therefore, unproductive of good results, 
6. Is Gustave Merkel a classical author? I much ad- except the pupil has attained to a certain degree or 
mire his works and would like a short sketch ofdiislife. Will you please answer through your valuable paper musical maturity. But “to err is human,’’ an those c 
7. Are the two Vaises Brilliante by Jules Schulhoff^ the following question? Which of the books on Efar- the more favored gentlemen of the profession who claim 
i8hv music? mony that are advertised in The Etude do you consider to possess the invaluable secret of obtaining by hali- 
8. Why do people worship music which is neither the best ? o. H. hour leBSonB results just as satisfactory as other teachers 
sa  any benefit fro  the . . . 
tras y  
grand, beautiful, inspiring, pathetic, or even interesting? 
. O. J3. 
Ans.—1. Both staccato and of equal duration. 
Ans.—Try Howard’s for beginners. 
n ia oi 01 dib m u u u 
 
by lessons of forty-five and sixty minutes, would, by 
commnnicating their “modus operandi,” confer alast- 
s. 1. oth Jitaccato and f equal rati . WiU the person asking abont the study of music after prefer 
2. The Tarantelle. As 112 noteB to the minute in the the age of 26 and signing the initials K. S., please write teaching him by a system which they consider wholly 
.. _4_u - it_r„ 4.1 . rn_- , 1 . . e -   1 •___ Rondo—and’ 192 in the Tarantelle—therefore the Taran- to the editor for a personal’answer inadequate. 
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oa.lm. The mind of Genius, however, is as the majestic steamer; which, well 
equipped with compa^ and instruments, steers out upon the open sea.” 
Genius lives in a world of his own, a world into which the average man never 
can enter. There are millions that have no idea of its existence, while millions 
more have but a faint glimmer of it, like that from a far distant luminaiy. He 
wanders in gardens full of roses; he sleeps in bowers strewn with the richest 
flowers; he rests on banks covered with the softest moss; he drinks of the coolest 
fountains; the birds sing sweetest to him; the atmosphere which he breathes is rich 
and balmy, and he is surrounded by creatures of_his own fancy, too lovely to 
describe. This is the dream-land of Genius, wherein the muses and graces wait 
upon him and carry him on their hands. Is it, then, a wonder that he loves to 
mam there ? Alas! how great is his bewilderment and suffering when he is 
forced to attend to the affairs of the world ? How great his agony when he feels 
the rough stones and the stings of the thistles which our hardened feet have long 
since ceased to regard ? How helpless is Genius when he has to deal with the 
cunning men of the business world; how sad to see him enslaved by designing men, 
/who rob him of his honest toil ? Schopenhauer compares genius, under such cir¬ 
cumstances, to a vase which is being used for culinary purposes. 
‘When the troubles of life pursue him, Genius seeks his dream-land, and there 
he bemdahsXhe realities of his existence, and. \yith his-utterances he touches our 
hearts until the tears begin to flow. On the other hand, when in his dream-land, 
Genius often forgets the everyday world, with its worriments, and he often bursts 
out in strains of joy, which shed sunshine into-the darkest of .lives and the 
gloomiest of hearts. There is another class of dreamers; those who build castles 
in the air, or those who see forms in the clouds above; but such dreamers never 
realize the pictures of their fancies. Geniuses are dreamers, but not all dreamers 
are men of genius. 
The man of genius generally concentrates his entire self upon one subject, 
hence the intensity of his woes or joys. -In changing his attention from one sub¬ 
ject to another, his hilarity may therefore suddenly be changed into deep sorrow, 
and vice versd. This explains the changeableness of the moods of men of genius. 
One moment they are driven to despair, and the next they act like, children. 
Cardinal Richelieu vrould play leap-frog with the little ones. But, then, read 
the biographies of our great men, and you will no doubt find many illustrations 
of this statement. 
It is a well known fact that men of genius are frill of eccentricities. Aristotle 
• has said, 11 that no distinguished genius is free from madness. ’ ’ Pope says :— 
“ Great wits to madness 
Sure are near allied, 
And thin partitions 
Do their bounds divide.” 
How often men of genius are denounced as “cranks,” while the “cranks” 
are regarded as wise men. Columbus was called a fool, while Joan D’Arc was 
' considered inspired 
Men of genius are instruments used by God wherewith to improve mankind 
• They are always revolutionize!® in some departments of the human household. 
The masses, however, do not like to be disturbed in their accustomed mode of 
doing things, and he who attempts to introduce new ways is denounced as a 
meddler. Hence the antagonism between men of genius and the masses. 
As capital and labor are needlessly antagonistic, so are the principles of beauti¬ 
fying and utilizing the earth. Both ought to cooperate, both are necessary for 
the world’s economy. Business men usually have very little regard for men of 
genius, because of their apparent uselessness in the affairs of this world. They 
are often denounced because they produce no material wealth and because they 
are poor managers at home. But these (dollar and cent) critics overlook the fact, 
that the works of genius are the wealth of the mind. And surely the mind must 
al be is i in - der tl at it * laj grow If l> en >f •/ i ins do no build rail oax - 
they build those roads which lead to refinement and culture, in a word, to mental 
progress. 
It is not the bread we eat, nor the clothes we wear, that makes us better—nay 
—next to the word of God, it is the truth as revealed in art, in the sciences, in 
literature, that penetrates men’s souls. Hence next to the word of God literature 
and art are the best civilizers and refiners of men. Genius and art in their purest 
essence are humanity, and humanity is a large part of religion. How sad, how¬ 
ever, when Genius leaves the paths of truth, and produces works that are antago¬ 
nistic to pure morality, or when perchance he denies his God. It is, though, 
more generally the would-be genius that errs in this direction. Bacon said that, 
“ a little philosophy inclineth man’s mind to atheism, but depth of philosophy 
bringeth men’s mind about religion.” Alas, how often young men attempt to 
pass themselves off as profound thinkers, by denying their God, or by scoffing at 
religion. When Genius leaves the paths of truth, his words become a shower of 
fire, which consumes men’s peace and happiness. A certain writer has said that 
every genius is a child, and eveiy child, in a measure, is a genius. Study the life 
of Mozart, who was a child until his death, but who was a giant in his art. Most 
of our art geniuses were children in many things. 
Genius searches after the truth—the truth is a portion of the Eternal Genius 
embodies the beautiful—the beautiful also is the Eternal, for God is the embodi¬ 
ment of the beautiful Again the Eternal is love—truth therefore is love—the 
beautiful- is love—art is love—religion is love—children are love ; genius, truth, 
art, religion, children, all are akin, all draw breath from the same source, that 
divine atmosphere, where love reigns supreme. Art and religion, therefore, are 
akin, and the true artist should love and revere the source of all that is 
beautiful. 
The common man views life from a personal standpoint; it begins and ends with 
him, except it be in his love for his children, and even herein men are often 
extremely selfish. It is the aim of the average man to live in comfort and ease. 
Genmsjjowever, so to speak, forgets life’s pleasures. Seeing the human family 
in ignorance, he feels the impulse to bring about reform. Loving his art, he 
knows no higher delight than to serve it. In turning over history’s page we 
learn that those who have carried forward the work of reform were carried on¬ 
ward on the wave of conviction, which bids defiance to prisons, scaffolds and fag¬ 
gots. - It is the divine spark which takes away the fear of man. But what if 
Genius dies bearing testimony to the truth, let us remember, that though his 
PUBLISHER’S ROTES. 
Now that the vacation is upon us it will he well to do 
8ome~special musical reading and study. These vacations 
should be used to place the teacher and student on a 
higher plane of musical art. It is a waste, rather than 
a rest, to pass more than a week in idleness. While it is 
not best to cease reading or study, it is not desirable to 
work over hard. Enough study should be done each day 
to just come short of fatigue. See presented below a list 
of most of the best musical works in our language:— 
Counterpoint and Canon, E. E. Ayers, $1.00 ^-Advice 
to Young Students of the Pianoforte* A. W. Borst, 10 
cts.; Fifty Examination Questions; A. W. Borst, 6 cts;; 
Piano Teaching, F. LeCouppgy, 75 cts.; Pianoforte 
Music, J. C. Fillmore, $1.60; New Lessons in Harmony, 
' J. C. Fillmore, $1.00; Lessons in Musical History, J. C. 
Fillmore, $1.60; Musical Mosaics, _W. F. Gates, $1.50; 
Music Study at Home, Harvey Margaret, $1.25; Ele¬ 
mentary Piano Playing, A. Hennes, 25 cts.; Course in 
Harmony, Geo. H. Howardr$1.50; Method of Study, 
G. A. Macirone, 10 cts.; Howl to Understand Music, 
W. S. B. Mathews (2 Vols. )eaeh, $1.50; Dictionary of 
Music, W. S. B. Mathews, $1.00; The Study of the- 
Piano, H. Parent, $1.00; -Teaching and Teaching Re¬ 
forms, A. R. Parsons and Constantine Sternberg, 25 
cts.; The Musician (6 Vols.), Ridley Prentice, each, 76 
cts.; What Shall We Play, Carl Reinecke, 25 cts.; 
Nature of Harmony, Dr. Hugo Riemann, 25 cts.; Prac¬ 
tical Harmony, Dr. F. L. Ritter, $1.00; Studies in 
Phrasing, Vol. n, W. S. B. Mathews, $1.50; Whvs and 
Wherefores of Music, H. S. Yinings, 60 cts.; Bound 
Volume of The Etude, $2.50. 
We expect to issue a new method for Reed Organ in 
time for the fall trade.. This method will be a great ad- 
*■ vance on anything yet jmblished; it is being written es¬ 
pecially for beginners. More full description of the 
work will be given in the August number of The Etude. 
Extraordinary Offer. $10.00 worth op valuable 
new works for $8.00.—The publisher, knowing the im¬ 
portance of introducing a new work among active music 
teachers, offers the following new works at about the 
cost of printing, paper and binding: “Normal Course 
of Piano Technic ” ($2.00), by W. B. Wait. “ Twenty 
Lessons to a Beginner” ($1.60), by W.- S. B. Mathews. 
“ ThirtySeleeted Studies from Stephen Heller ” ($1.60). 
“Studies in Melody Playing” ($1.25), by H. C. Mac- 
dougall. “Chats with Music Students” ($1.60), by 
Thomas Tapper. “ First Lessons in Phrasing” ($1.60), 
by W. S. B. Mathews. “ Supplement to Grade I of 
School of Four-Hand Playing” (75 cts.), by William 
Drobegge. 
The publisher retains the privilege of withdrawing this 
offer at any time. _• 
Mathews’ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner is now^ready 
for delivery ;- the advance orders being uncommonly 
large for this unique method, you had better send for 
a copy so that you can Study up its ideas during your^ 
vacation. \ 
EDITORIAL ROTES. 
, Teachers and pupils who think for themselves will 
enjoy the article “ Mental Means to Mechanical Ends in 
Pianoforte Playing.” To be able to apply its truths in 
daily work, it will be necessary to read this work more 
than once. 
Our readers will find two articles on “ Shall we Study 
Music at Home or Abroad;” these were written by re¬ 
quest. ~ Thrrsubject will receive still further attention in 
future issues of The Etude. 
Pupils as well as teachers will find practical help in 
Mr. Tapper’s article “Method of Study.” 
Mr. T. A. Matthay’s article ‘‘Pianoforte and Tone 
Productions” turns light on a dark and foggy subject,; 
it may be truthfully remarked, that the practice Clavier 
and Technicon give exactly the practice needed to over-? 
come such difficulties. 
of Mr. Fillmore expresses himself on the value 
Summer Music Schools. Mr. Van Cleve gives some 
sound suggestions about the right use of vacation time. 
The subject of “-Half Hour/Lessons,” as treated by 
Mr. Loewy, we shall" take up again in future numbers;: 
If the half hour seems so insufficient, how about class 
lessons, where the pupil receives one-third, one-sixth or 
one-seventh of an hour? 
The short reports of the National and State Associa¬ 
tions will be read with interest. It may be remarked that 
Connecticut has organised the largest association of all, 
.taking the population Of the State into consideration. 
The Question and Answer column 
valuable information.T,_Pttpils shou 
give a special study to this department, 
giving some of their best thought to this work. 
ves a great deal of 
it a point to 
The editors are 
Some plain speaking will be found in “Amateur and 
Professional Imisic Teaching.” If the better class of 
music journals were more widely read, there /would be no 
call foibguch ou spoken statements. - 
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body moulders in the grave his soul marches on. Men of genius are. as beacon- 
lights in the storms of life, they help the cause of human freedom and progress, 
and when looking around upon the misery of the human family, let us thank 
God, that he gave us these lights to help us on our way. There is a constant 
mental and social evolution, taking place. Generation after generation becomes 
better and'wiser. Governments become more liberal, sciences shed more light, 
the press as well as the pulpit are becoming more powerful, and all this we owe 
to the influences of great minds that lead us on.^ 
' Genius is never servile. He is the true nobleman of the human family. He 
is always conscious, more or less, of his powers as well as of his high mission. 
Hence he demands recognition. This self-consciousness of superiority even 
manifested itself in one of those unfortunates who had lost his reasoning 
powers. An insane genius having been asked by a visitor what brought him to 
the asylum, gravely pointed to his head and said : “ What never will bring you 
here, sir: too much brain, too much brain. ’ ’ There never lived a genius, but felt 
that the opinions of the coming generations must conform to his own. While 
the man of talent sees the faults of his times, he generally utilizes them; Genius, 
however, sees what the world will be fifty years hence, and this is the goal toward 
which he labors. This is the difference between statesmen and politicians—the 
■one advances humanity, he, lives and dies for his country, he foresees its future; 
the other lives only for the present, he aims to advance himself. Genius is 
always in the advance of his times. He is the lofty mountain peak which first 
receives the rays of the rising sun, while there is yet darkness in the valley below, 
where the common people dwell. As the eagle soars high toward the source of 
light, while the little birds make their nests in hedges near the ground, so genius 
in the flight of his imagination is above the common people. And as little as 
our bare eye can count the strokes of the eagle’s wings, when it appears only as 
a mere spot before the clouds, so little can the average man count and compre¬ 
hend the beatings of the wild-throbbing heart of the genius. The man of talent 
usually is appreciated by his contemporaries, because they understand him ; the 
man of genius, however, will not be generally appreciated until mother earth has 
received him into her bosom. Inasmuch as he lives for the coming generations, 
his own has but little sympathy with him, hence men of genius are often allowed 
to die in neglect and want, while coming generations erect monuments in their 
honor. Colton says, “the drafts which Genius draws upon posterity, although 
they may not always be honored as soon as they are due, are sure to be paid with 
compound interest in the end.” Posterity honors them* travelers visit their 
graves, towns dispute over the honor of calling them their own. Men of genius 
make cities famous, and guides point out the places where they lived, toiled and 
died. Henry Giles was correct when he said that the great battle of Lepanto 
was famous, merely because Cervantes fought in it as a private soldier. Yes, 
the very chastisement which Genius inflicts upon enemies makes them immortal, 
unenviable immortality though this be ! Yes, immortality in a sense seems to be 
inscribed upon everything Genius touches. 
Aft a social being, Genius is a peculiar mortal. He is generally his own best 
company. He is never alone, except when surrounded by much fashionable 
company. He may then, again, be compared with the eagle, who has descended 
from his heavenward flight, and now sits upon a low tree, surrounded by small 
birds. Though they cannot harm him, their incessant twitter annoys him. 
Many men of genius were but poor conversationalists. Thus Cicero says that 
Scipio was never more alone than when alone. Tasso’s conversation was neither 
gay nor brilliant. Dante was either taciturn or satirical Milton was unsociable. - 
Chaucer’s silence was more agreeable than his conversation. Ben. Jonson used 
to sit silent in company. Of Goldsmith it is said, that he wrote like an angel, 
but talked like a poor Poll. Longfellow says that ‘1 Genius is often dull and inert 
in society, as a blazing'meteor when it descends to the earth is only a stone,” 
Schopenhauer remarks, “ that a genius among common people is like one who 
enters the ball-room for the purpose of dancing but finds Only lame people there.” 
It has been asserted that silence and constant seriousness are unmistakable char¬ 
acteristics of genius, in short, that a laughing person cannot be a genius. This I 
consider false. Human life presents much that is comic and ludicrous, and, as 
Genius is a close observer, it is not reasonable to expect him to be serious under 
all circumstances. And no one dare say that men of genius do not laugh; the 
fact is merely that in promiscuous company they are unsocial Among their 
equals they are generally found to be good laughers and talkers. “God gave 
the power of laughing to man alone,” says a writer. The animal that lacks 
sensibility never laugha “The gravest creature to look at,” says Kellgreene, 
“ is an ox, ” yet no one would claim that the gravity of an ox indicates learning. 
Silence is often used as a mask to cover stupidity, yet such owls are often credited 
with much learning. 
In his habits, Genius is generally disorderly, for he is too much occupied with 
the operations of his mind to pay attention to the condition of things around him. 
The older Dumas used to tell his son that he would never become a great man, 
and assigned as his reason the son’s orderly habits. Said he, derisively, “ he has 
twelve pairs of boots, and they stand side by side in his bed-room, as straight as 
if they were being drilled.” I would, however, not have you understand me to 
say that a lack of the sense of order is an infallible sign of genius. While there 
is an apparent disorder in the dress and household affairs of men of genius, there 
is strict order in their mental activity. 
I will whisper in your ears^ladies, that men of genius do not always prove to* 
be good husbands—they are often neglectful of those gallant little attentions to 
their wives which distinguish good husbands. Being poor managers, their wives 
are generally forced to assume the reins, and for this reason they are often called 
shrews. While many men of genius have written sensible articles about women 
and married life; while they have laid down good sensible rules for selecting a 
wife, they have not infrequently missed the mark, and married regular viragos. 
Many instances of unfortunate marriages might be cited, from Socrates down to 
Shakespeare, Milton, Byron, Haydn, Dickens and others, but this subject bad 
better be dropped. 
Men of genius usually are very absent-minded, and it is natural that tbey should 
be, for they are more or less always absorbed in thought. Many amusing stories 
may be told to prove this. 
It is true, as has been said, that there never was a philosopher who could 
endure the toothache patiently. Men of genius are bundles of nerves, and for 
(To be Continued.) — 
OOBOEBT PBOGBAMMES. 
. , Claverack College Conservatory Annual Concert. 
Chas. W. London, Director. 
Melodie Polonaise, Liszt; Polnisch, Op. 23, Mosz- 
kowski; (a) Minuetto, Op. 31, No. 3, Beethoven; (6) 
Etude in 0 flat, No. 9, Chopin ; (c) Polonaise in D major, 
Schumann; Rhapsodic Hongroise, No. 14, Liszt; 
Kuyawiak (Violin), Wieniawski; Le Carnaval de Pesth, 
four hands, Liszt. 
Piano Recitals, by Pupils of C. V. Lachmund. 
Prelude and Fugue, C minor, Bach; Capriccio, Sear- 
latti-Tausig; Impromptu, Schubert; Novellette, No. 
10, Schumann; Concerto, Mendelssohn (Orchestra on 
second piano); Serenata, Moszkowski; Murmuring 
Zephyrs, Jensen-Niemann; Tarantella, Op. 43, A flat, 
Chopin; Menuetto, from Sonata in F minor, Op. 19, 
Nicode: Trot de Cavalerie, Rubinstein; Sonata, Op. 81, 
No. 8, Beethoven;-.GKguerin 0, Mozart; First Sonata,' 
Weber; Polonaise, Opi 7i, No. 2, Chopin; Loreley, 
Seeling; Ballade, A flat,_Op. 24, Reinecke; Moment 
Musicale, Op. 10, Moszkowski; Yalse de Concert, Jos. 
Wieniawski; Gavotte, G minor, Bach ; Etude Meiodique, 
Op. 130, Raff: Barcarolle, Schubert-Liszt; Concerto, 
Mendelssohn (Orchestra on second piano); Gavotte, 
’Cello, Popper; Nocturne, A major, Leschetisky; En¬ 
chanted Bells, Op. 68, Haperbier; Loreley, Op. 2, 
Seeling; Souvenir d’Amerique, Valse, Joseffy; Noc- 
turno; Op. 28, Meyer-Helmund; Tarantelle, Op. 329, 
De Kontski ; Walzer, two Pianos, Y. Wilm-; firBt sonata, 
Op. 42, Schubert: second Sonata, Op. 89, A flat, Weber; 
Carnival, Op. 9, Schumann; Etude, Op. 2, No. 1, Hen- 
selt; Hungarian Dance, No. 7, Brahms; GoncertstUck, 
Op. 79, F minor, Weber (Orchestra part on second Siano); Minnetto, Op, 14, No. 1, Paderewski; Rhapso- 
ie Hongroise, No. 2, Liszt. 
Pierce College, California. 
“Over Hill, Over Dale” (Double Quartette), J. L. 
Hatton ; “ Poet and Peasant” (Piano Quartette), Ar. by 
T. Brunner; “ Der Freischutz ” (Duett), Mozart; “01 
That We Two Were Maying” (Vocal Duet), Mr. W. 
Smith; Solo-Rigoletto, F. Liszt; “God is Our Refuge,” 
Mr. W. Smith, Miss L. Storer,' and Chorus Class; 
“ Merry Wives of Windsor” (Piano Quartette). 
Piano Recital, by J. A. Carson, Carrollton, IU. 
Rondo in C major, Beethoven; Idylle, Mazurka, 
Goldbeck; Hope, Song without Words, Hoelzel; Nor¬ 
wegian Dance Caprice, Grieg; In Dreamland, Carson; 
Morning Wanderer, Important Event, Schumann; Moun¬ 
tain Flower, Loesehhorn; Yalse in G flat, Chopin ; The 
Adieu, Nocturne, Horro; Valse Elegante, Mattel 
Piano Recital, given by the Pupils of Max Leckner, 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 
A Faust Overture, Wagner (arranged for four players 
at two pianos); Ballade, Op. 24, Variations on a Nor¬ 
wegian Melody, Grieg; Variations, for two pianos, Op. 
64, N. von Wilm; Impromptus, Op. 90, Nos. 1 and 2, 
Schubert; Concert Aria, Op. 94, Mendelssohn; Polonais 
et Polonaise, Op. 103, No. 9, Rubinstein '^arranged for 
four players at two pianos); Non pin Andrei, from 
Figaro, Mozart; Sonata, Op. 57, last two parts, Beet¬ 
hoven ; (a) The Lotus Flower, Schumann; (S) Humility, 
Schumann; (o) Mazurka, Op. 88, No. 4, Chopin; (o) 
Fafitasie Impromptu, Op. 66, Chopin; Jnbel Oavertnre, 
Weber (arranged for four players at two pianos). 
Pupils of Mrs. A. F. Newland, St. Louis. 
Hussarenritt, eight hands, Spindler; Joyous Farmer, 
Schumann; Joyfulness, Moelli j; Scherzo, Op 101, 
No. 16, Gnrlitt; Les Sylphs, piano duet, Bachman, 
Sonata No. 1, B flat, duo for two pianos, Clementi; 
Minuette, Op. 78, No. 8, eight hands, Schubert ; Capric- 
cietto, P. Scharwenka; Sonata No. 1, F major, second 
piano part by Grieg, Mozart; Impromptu, Op. 29, A flat 
major, Chopin; Minuette, Op. 14, No. 1, Paderewski; 
Danse Macabre, eight hands, Saint Saens; Arabs;sque, 
Op. 18, Schumann; Polonaise, Op. 40, A major, eight 
hands, Chopin. 
Drew Ladies' Seminary, Musical Department. 
Lyman F. Brown, Director. 
Prelude and Fugue in D major, J. S. Bach Larg from 
first Concerto in C, Beethoven; Perpetm on, Carl 
Maria von Weber; Tell her I love her so, ie Faye, 
Butterflies, Grieg; First Ballade, Op. 12, Wm. M? in; 
In tempo di minnetto, Op. 32, No. 1, Moszkowski; 
Scherzo in B flat minor. Op. 31, Chopin; Afterward, 
John Mullen ; Nocturne in G major, Op. 37, No, 2. 
Spokane College Conservatory - F. Mueller, Director. 
William Tell, overture, eight hands, Rossini; Terpsi¬ 
chore, piano, Bachmann; Caprice-Minuet, piano duo, 
Vilbac; March Grotesque, piano duo, Kunkel; Im- Eromptu, A flat, piano, Schubert; Spanish Dance, eight 
ands, Moszkowski; Mazurka-Caprice,.piano, Moeller,— 
Jr.; Fanfare Militaire, piano, Ascher; Pasquinade, piano, 
Gottsehalk; II Trovatore, piano duo, Verdi-K ak l. 
- Piano-Recitals, by Pupils of Mr. T. L. ^rebs. 
Sonata, Op. 27, No. 1 (Moonlight), Beethoven; Can- 
tabile, Schulhoff; Prelude and Fugue in flat, lack 
Polonaise Brilliant, Merkel; Nocturne, Op. 32, No. 1, 
Chopin; Whirlwind, Golde; Polka di Concert, Schul¬ 
hoff; SonataTOp. 14, No. 2, Beethoven; Nocturne, Op. 
16, No. 2, Chopin ; Valse Impromptu, Raff; Rhapsodic 
Hongroise, No. 7, Liszt; Galop di Bravo'ura, Schulhoff; 
Prelude and Fogue in G major, Bach; Airs Bohemians, 
Schulhoff; Scherzo, Allard ; Grand Sonata in C, Op. 24, 
Weber; Galop di Bravonra, Golde; Andante from Con¬ 
certo in G, Goltermann; Rondo Srilliant^ Op. 
Weber; Concerto in C> Beethoven (Orchestral part on 
second piano). 
I 8 
METHOD OF STUDY. 
Always alt down to your work with the mind free from till irrele¬ 
vant thougt to Havegtod {«,< Is always a~ oid«i. -Thomas 3»tare 
Dr. Nelaton, an En Hah Burgeon, 'was »ncc performing an operation 
.4 rhi h % , ung * i lea -f'j* resent An artery as it and the 
young man became excited. The Doctor rebuked him hy saying 
.-•1^ > 5 ia i ai going too 1%.? ny j >ui g frie 1; we h we o time 
to lose.’* ‘ 
: Learn how to work and yon have conquered -a great 
difficulty. ' Ability to concentrate attention' upon the 
moat important task at the proper time and to take up 
secondary matters in the order of their importance is not 
acquired in a moment. - Toung students often wonder 
how people of mature age- can accomplish so much § 
sometimes assigning as the reason the fact that age gives 
endurance ind makes me mon able tc bearaheav] ment ) 
burden. This is true. But there is another reason. Into 
years of study a system creeps; every hour is made to 
g vern its own w< rk , on* pi ms for to-morro imp )r i ot 
sks and lab >rs of luty; what time remt ns s put to the 
most advantageous use, but itis never wasted. A highly 
developed system for doing work is the key to prodigious 
a hievem nts * the intellectual field Bj srder and 
•w h( i om < raomizes both tim« id strength, Method 
when made to do your bidding is one of the strongest fac¬ 
tors that can be enlisted in your service. I earnestly advise 
3 >u all to I arn hov s< me great i en have worked i'« 
contemplate what others have done will make yon ponder 
on what you are doing. The names of William Herschel, 
Robert Dick, Thomas Edward, Hugh Miller, Burritt, the 
linguist, William Barnes, the poet and philologist, James 
Hogg, the Ettrick shepherd, Faraday, the scientist, are 
all worth knowing, and are chosen at random from hun¬ 
dreds. 
Then turn" to the life of Bach, of Beethoven, of Robert 
Schumann, of any true man of genius, and yon will see 
what fruit industry bears. You will learn that each of 
these men had, besides genius, a fixed determination to 
bring out the best there was within himself. And 
you will learn also that to make the most of your oppor¬ 
tunities you must be continually studying yourself. Know 
your needs and yonr moods. Discover what are the hoars 
of the day when you can work to best advantage, and how 
long you may continue your labor without becoming so 
fatigued as to be unfit for any further endeavor. You 
cannot do your work as others have done theirs. Although 
it is safe and best to copy at first, yon must come to origi¬ 
nate your own methods. From the plans of others you 
may draw valuable suggestions. Adopt what yon can, 
but modify them to your needs. There are many stu¬ 
dents who surround themselves with all the latest aids 
for accomplishing work. They possess every new inven¬ 
tion designed to help a student. It is not long -before 
they have ten times as many aids as they employ. Frank 
Hamilton, one of the most ingenious and practical of 
American surgeons, has said that he could perform ah 
amputation with neatness and despatch with no other 
instruments than a common table-knife. Physicians in 
general, who have had a practice of long standing, smile 
at the multitudinous instruments of the young practi¬ 
tioner. Keep a watchful eye to the present and the future 
shall fare well. 
Try to be inventive in ways for doing things; but be in¬ 
ventive on the practical side. To be successful you must 
be practical. Good habitaaf work grow and multiply; they 
will always be at band to aid you; and you will soon find, 
them as orderly as books in a library, each having a 
place, where you may find it in the dark if need be. 
Habit and method are fine things. Habit, rightly culti¬ 
vated, brings us to an easy way of doing. Method is the 
interest we draw on our capital—Time. 
The first year- or two of all student life is a tentative 
time. Mistakes and short-comings are busy at work teach¬ 
ing one how not to do this or that. I earnestly counsel 
you-to become thoroughly well aware of what constitutes 
a day’s work,.and know how muqh time need be con¬ 
sumed in the doing of it. Make it a daily study to sim¬ 
plify your means of action. Never become so enamored 
with your own unserviceable ideas that you cannot drop 
them.- Make it a point to talk with other students, and 
with people older than yourself. You will learn their 
way of work and will gkiu many a hint well worth trans- 
—ferring to your own field of labor. The more scholarly 
people you know the more scholarly you will become. 
- tu8ic is an art so exciting, so quick to act upon the 
nervous aystem, th^t often, through mere physical ina¬ 
bility to continue, one must frequently cease music-work 
for a time and seekjfitber quietude or a change df occu¬ 
pation. It is a wrong to the physical self to work too 
many hours per day. Too intense application to study 
simply means that the candle of life burns at both ends. 
Those who study instrumental music and theory should 
find six hours per day sufficient as a general average. 
Students who study ardently are apt to be intense work¬ 
ers, that is, they concentrate all power of thought and 
action'while employed, and thirty-five or forty hoars per 
week of attentive, carefnl study should be enough. Sixty 
hours of inattentive work is a poor investment. 
To study more than one branch of music at one time 
is an advantage, because the mind, weary with the 
monotony of one task, finds satisfactory rest in another. 
THE ETUDE 
The ideal thing is to have the mind ever keen and ready 
for the labor in store for it, but this is perhaps as im¬ 
possible m was the quest of Ponce de Leon for perpetual 
youth. Yet, on the other hand, it is within the power of 
all to guard against undermining health through care¬ 
lessness i and lack of thought for physical welfare, No 
practice and no study, should be the rule when the mind 
is weary and begs for rest. Remember that Nature first 
warns, then implores, then demands. 
If you can command all your day it will be to your ad- 
vantag aside t nber v 'music 
study a id to c tn de* them available for nothing els . 
Samuel Johnson has said that any on< who would read 
a subject five hoars daily, for five years, would become 
learned. Let us do better than this and set aside for 
study six hours per day, and pat no hope in 'besoming 
learned even afei twic< five years f tudj Lei is 
d rote four oi hes * x hours l instrum nta $•<■- tice 
and the tw<, remaining, to theoretic study. Let this be 
a gene a! division; It may frequently hap en xba» one 
study or the other will be given a trifle more time; you will 
readily adapt both yourself ind your needs v, an] such 
change. Besides the fix hou % iovi set a i 1 here is 
sufficient time left for general reading, concert going, and 
physical exercise. But, before continuing, let me explain 
that I am by no means laying down a plan for work which 
you must follow exactly. No two students work in like 
manner. This difference individualizes us. It is as use¬ 
less to expect all learners to follow the same method as 
it is to imagine they will receive the same impressions 
in the progress of their study. My plan is simply an 
example from which I hope you may draw suggestions. 
Nothing more. On this condition it will do no harm to 
divide the six hours into practical portions. First of all 
let me impress it upon you to consider study time sacred; 
and, as far as it is possible, make others do so. To effect 
this you need not become an enemy either to customs or 
to society. , Yet do not allow either customs or society to 
keep you from your duty, do not let them step in between 
you and your developing self. Laws of custom are not 
always compatible with what is best for individual cases. 
Morning hours give the best return to the majority of 
workers. Be ready to begin your day’s employment by 
nine o’clock at the latest—one or two hours earlier would 
be better—and if you have previously taken some out-of- 
door exercise you will be the gainer. Give the first two 
hours to instrumental work, arranged as your own and 
your teacher’s requirements may demand. At the end 
of this time prepare to begin an hour of theoretic study, 
allowing a snort time between for cessation. Not a great 
deal will be necessary, and the change of subject of Itself 
will be a rest. At the end of this hour you will have con¬ 
sumed your morning and completed half your daily task. 
Give yourself some little time before dinner and at least 
one hour after, before undertaking-the afternoon work. 
Yon have still the same amount of work to do as yon 
have already accomplished. I would not, however, 
repeat the morning’s work in the afternoon, unless you 
are unsusceptible to the impression that you are again 
beginning the day. One of the best and most encouraging 
feelings about employment is that it progresses. Hence 
decide for yourself whether or not you shall follow the 
morning plan in the afternoon. 
By this arrangement one consumes about eight hours 
in doing six hoars’ study, and the amount of fatigue en- Sendered should not be excessive. The benefits to be 
erived from any fixed plan of study are economy of 
time and of strength. Every one is unlike another in 
the one particular of doing work, but it will be found 
that where the best system obtains, there the best results 
come forth. Spasmodic attacks of anything are not 
desirable. A strong inclination to work to-day is a dear 
luxury if one haB terpay for it with a weetof listlessness. 
The consuming fever of close application that led Wil¬ 
liam Beekford to write his romance, “ Vathek,” at a 
single sitting, is too intense to be long- continued or fre¬ 
quently allowed. Only one who is physically able to 
sustain the strain should enter upon it. • 
It is by no means my wish to have you learn to work 
in my way, or in that of any one, but I advise you, for 
your own welfare, that you introduce order and regular-- 
lty in your study ; not to the extent that you shall be¬ 
come a slave to it, but in so far that you may be master 
of all it has of good. Pick up hints wherever you can 
find them. Here are a few to choose from 
Do your work rather iu the morning than later in the 
day. If this is impossible, avoid working to the hour of 
going to bed. It is torturing to have an abnormally 
aetive brain fighting with a tired body. Immanuel Kant 
used to allow fifteen minutes before retiring to free his 
mind of all thoughts of the day’s work. No.t every¬ 
body can do this, but it is Worth trying. 
Rest and change of occupation are desirable. Con¬ 
sider the variety of -Schumann’s days, when he was a 
student of law: I get np early, work from four to 
seven, go to the piano from seven to nine, then I am off 
to Thibaut. In the afternoon lectures alternate with 
English and Italian lessons, and the evenings I spend in 
society and with nature.” 
So arrange your study that one-half of the day shall 
not repeat the other. You thus avoid monotony, a con¬ 
dition that will persist in offering its services in the 
affairs of life. 
Do not allow any one and every one to invade your 
study time. You have set it aside for one purpose ; see 
that you employ it for that purpose. 
Learn to love out-of-door life. Get close to the heart 
of kind Mother Nature. Study her phases: and while 
sweet air and sunshine bring good to mind and body, be 
intent upon some wonder at hand. Any congenial side 
study, as Botany, Geology, Astronomy, Zoology, and 
the like, are of untold value to those of so sedentary 
habits as the music Btudent. All you learn outside of 
music will help you in it. 
The student who commands all hiB time has immense 
possibilities withiu his hours. Not every one, however, 
has this great advantage. You can look to names I have 
mentioned elsewhere in this chapter for confirmation of 
the fact. Yet it remains as true for him who devotes 
but one hour in twenty-four to study, as for another who 
labors twelve, that method is valuable. It guards the 
minutes and, so doing, cares for the years. There may 
be method in everything; in learning your lessons, caring 
for your books and music, in the way you do your work 
or look after your monetary interest. 
Having good tools always in order means books and 
music where you cau find them, pencils and music paper 
just where you need them, magazines in order and well 
kept; in fact, it mean's a keen, watchful eye to the 
thousand and one matters of music student life, however 
humble it may be You are master of the situation only 
when you have so well methodized everything that-you 
need spend no minutes every now and then looking for 
a lost thought, a lost book, or worse still, a lost day! 
There aTe those who spend as much time in searching 
for what they need as would make many foil hours that 
might be employed to better ends. What your teachers 
judge you by at once is the manner in which you do the 
tasks they assign; thereby they learn if you are careful 
pr careless; wasteful of the minutes, or provident in 
your use of them : whether you learn systematically or 
spasmodically. Method is a touchstone, applied early 
and late. 
Remember that what you are as a student yon give 
promise to be aB a teacher. Thomas Tapeer. 
CONCERNING SUMMER SCHOOLS. 
The Summer Music School is a Yankee institution 
which is apt to excite the indignant contempt of a Ger¬ 
man musician. “ What I Make musicians in five weeks ? 
Humbug I These Yankees are shallow, superficial, dis¬ 
honest 1 ” Just this sort of comment have I often heard, 
and that quite lately. 
But the truth is, that such criticism is as shallow as any¬ 
thing can be. It wholly fails to take into account the con¬ 
ditions which have made the summer school a necessity. 
The truth is, that there are hundreds an,d thousands of 
concientious young music teachers working in small in¬ 
land towns, doing yeoman’s service in the cause of 
music, whose only chance of coming in direct contact 
with .first-class musicians is the five or six weeks of 
summer school. They are remote from concerts, they 
are surrounded by people whose musical abilities are 
undeveloped and whose musical interest is almost 
nil. They have to spend their very life’s bb qd to de¬ 
velop the musical perceptions of their pupils. And 
when the year’s toil is done and the summer vacation 
comes, what a blessed relief to rece of im¬ 
parting 1 How'delightful to be surrounded by people 
whose interest in music equals one’s own, with wh m 
one can exchange ideas on terms of equality. A sum¬ 
mer school creates a musical atmosphere. Recitals are 
given by artists. There is music and talk of music all 
the time. The influences are a constant stimulus and 
inspiration. Is this humbug? Does it mean increase 
of superficial knowledge and of incompetent teaching? 
Those who think so simply do not know. They apply 
the ideas-they have acquired under one set of conditions 
to another set wholly different. And this they call 
“thoroughness,’’ and affect to despise those who are, at 
least, doing their very-best to improve to t ve utmost all 
the opportunities within their reach. 
The truth is, that those of us who can appreciate both 
points of view, who have had the European training, and 
who also know from experience the needs of American 
pupils under American conditions, believe in the summer 
schools. The more of them the better, and the more 
artists and first-class musicians engage in them, the 
greater the hope for musical progress in this our new 
country. - J. C. Fillmore. 
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MENTAL MEANS TO MECJHANIOAL ENDS IN 
PIANOFOBTE PLAYING. 
BX 0. P. HOFFMAN. 
In any simple effort, as, for example, the lifting of a 
book, an act is performed, which, insignificant as it may 
seem as such, is wonderful enough when considered in 
connection with the mental and physical phenomena in¬ 
volved. In direct connection with the act is the con¬ 
tractile power of muscle, a power not inherent in the 
muscle itself, but which is due to energy communicated 
to it through the medium of sensitized motor nerves 
which; dividing and subdividing into microscopically 
minute fibres, penetrate to every part of the muscle or 
muscles involved. This energy is derived from the 
brain, the chief centre of nervous force, under the con¬ 
trol of the will. But precisely how the will, through the 
consciousness, connects itself with the nerve beginnings 
in the various centres of energy and impresses itself upon 
muscle, by contraction of its molecules, is as yet un¬ 
known. 
Much more wonderful does this “miracle of motion ” 
appear as manifested in the delicate and brilliant execu¬ 
tion of a master performer on the pianoforte. Physiol¬ 
ogists often make use of the Klavierspiel to illustrate the 
delicately adjusted correspondence between nervous 
energy and muscular contraction as exhibited in its vari¬ 
ous touches, velocities and dynamic shadings, as well as 
in the control of isolated muscles within a group of 
muscles as shown in the independent action of the 
fingers, wrist, lower and upper arm, singly or in various 
combinations, not only as respects these members in 
either right or left arm, taken alone or combined in 
homogeneous motions, but also when their motions are 
diverse; a point presenting especial difficulty owing to 
the tendency of right and left muscles and nerves to 
work together in associated movement. 
Says Johann Muller in his “Handbook of Physiology,” 
speaking of .the control of special muscles within a 
group: “ We see this power of isolated muscular action 
brought to the highest degree of perfection in certain 
arts, notably in piano playing.” again: “An un¬ 
skillful person makes many associated movements with 
an intentional voluntary one. The piano player, on the 
other hand, shows us the other extreme where the isola¬ 
tion of nervous energy in producing special phases of 
motion has reached the highest level of precision.” 
The prime factor of any conscious muscular effort is, 
of -course, the will which predetermines it, while the 
mental consciousness gives energy to the nerves or nerve 
connections through which the purpose of the will is 
communicated to the muscles involved. This energy, or 
more precisely, the nerve disturbance which is its equiv 
alent, is always the same for any specified muscular 
effort, and is therefore, naturally, associated with it, by 
the consciousness, in its production. Prom this we have 
the so-called mental image of the movement. This 
term, therefore, applies to the energizing of certain 
special nerve fibres connecting the various functional 
areas of the brain, in conformity to which, a special 
form of energy communicated through motor nerves, 
and acting upon certain muscles, produces the required 
movement. The fact of this movement is telegraphed 
back to the brain and mind through nerves of sensation. 
'"'In accordance with the frequent repetition of any 
movement and, par consequence, of its associated mental 
image, the latter becomes more vivid, more clear in out¬ 
line, and .the resulting muscular act more easily pro 
duced, requiring less and less mental effort as the nerves 
associated with it become more sensitive to mental im¬ 
pression. After a sufficient number of repetitions this 
mental image becomes so established and memorized as 
to become, what may be termed, a “memory image,”* 
which the mind calls up and utilizes in producing various 
new and complex movements by combining it with 
others in suitable ways. 
For example, the grasping of a ball is, to the child, at 
first a matter of some difficulty and effort which, often 
repeated, becomes an unconsciously performed act with 
its corresponding memory^image, developed from the 
original dimly outlined mental image, and this, combined 
with various other memory images, produced in a similar 
way, assists in producing'1 the complicated movement of 
ball-throwing. So also with the pianoforte pupil, the 
first essays at producing and combining tones at the key¬ 
board, say in scale or chord passages, are difficult and 
awkward, but after a sufficient number of careful repeti¬ 
tions the muscular efforts required become perfectly eas 
and are, for the most part, unconsciously performed 
Here, again, the vague mental pictures of the necessary 
motions have enlarged and intensified into the vivid 
memory images which produce these motions without the 
intervention of consciousness. It is in this way that the 
mind is continually adding to the number of its mental 
experiences and stimulating the muscles to new powers 
and movements. 
To the pianoforte student and teacher the practical 
* 
* See Pop, Science Monthly for October, 1889. 
suggestion growing out of the foregoing may be summed 
up, in a general way, in the following propositions 
1. Since the mental image associated with any mus¬ 
cular act always precedes and precisely determines it, it 
is absolutely essential to a correct performance of the 
movement that the mental image corresponding to it be 
precisely conceived and memorized by careful repetitions 
before a memory image can be obtained that may safely 
be applied in new combinations and efforts. 
2. Nearly all pianistic effort being, at first, the result 
of untried and unusual combinations of memory images, 
it is evident that the combining image-units, as we may 
call the images entering into any completed movement, 
should be kept in clear outline while being combined in 
and'memorized as associated efforts. 
3. In the exact analysis and vivid impressing of image- 
units lies the only secure way for obtaining a flexible and 
well-controlled performance of any complex pianistic 
effort, or for overcoming undue awkwardness and conse¬ 
quent waste of nervous energy. 
The point of special emphasis is this: to resolve the 
mental concept of any completed action into its separate 
factors or image-units, and, by due repetitions of these, 
each by itself, and afterward in combination, strive to 
gain in the movement a complete realization of the 
concept. 
To illustrate: in the legato touch with normal finger 
movement, we have to consider and fix in the mind the 
image-units of (1) hand and arm position, (2) finger lift¬ 
ing, (3) finger stroke (which is, practically, a finger drop 
supplemented by a hand-closing impulse concentrated 
upon the finger employed in the Btroke), and (4) pressure 
of the finger upon the key, through the medium of upper 
arm muscles (triceps), transferred without variation or 
break, from key to key. Now, if these various image- 
units be clearly fixed., upon the memory, each by itself, 
and successively in patient repetition practice, the com¬ 
pleted legato effort resulting from intelligent and discreet 
combination of these image-units can no doubt be pre¬ 
cisely acquired. So, too, with the various applications of 
hand and arm stroke, vertical and lateral play of fingers 
and thumb, the transfer of hand position in scales and 
arpeggios, and from one to any part of the keyboard 
(through the medium of shoulder muscles), and all these 
in infinitely varied combinations must the individual 
mind-units be clearly fixed to secure correct movement 
and mechanism. 
Diversity of movements occurring simultaneously in 
the right and left fingers, hands and arms, with respect 
to touch, power, speed or muscles employed, often occa¬ 
sions much difficulty to the' pianoforte student. Only 
guarded, well-directed efforts to associate correctly es¬ 
tablished memory units into combined forms correspond¬ 
ing to the purposed diverse movements will overcome 
this difficulty, and the real cause for failure here, as in 
other phases of pianistic work when traced to its origin, 
will be found in the imperfectly or incompletely formed 
mental factors entering into the completed whole. 
Moreover, outlining and memorizing essential mental 
images tend to prevent the waste and distribution of nerv¬ 
ous energy usual in new combinations of muscles, 
which are due to an aimlessly diffused application of 
nerve power, or to the customary association, in daily 
habitual actions, of certain nerves and muscles which, 
from this -cause, become so sensitive to nearly related 
mental impulses as to intrude themselves into most mus¬ 
cular efforts. 
In piano playing we see a most bewildering complex¬ 
ity of combination in almost infinite variety and number 
of memory images and their corresponding reflex mo¬ 
tions, all of which are the outcome of long and patient 
repetition practice. And, although in a very few in¬ 
stances of exceptional talent, something akin to genius 
for complex combinations reveals itself with but little 
preparatory exercise, yet, the rule is universal that, how¬ 
ever keen and active the musical sense may be, the'stor¬ 
ing up of the necessary memorized motive experiences 
connected with piano playing depends upon long-con¬ 
tinued- exercise in foundational work with the muscles, 
under the active control of consciousness acting upon 
brain and nerves. Moreover, the vast majority of move 
ments entering into a pianistic performance must neces¬ 
sarily be those resulting from memory images so vivid as 
to have become practically automatic or self-acting, so 
that the consciousness may be left free to occupy itself 
with the musical concepts or ideas entering into and 
constituting the completed musical and emotional effect, 
for the realizatiourof-which the will depends upon the 
before-mentioned self-acting motor images. 
Again, these musical concepts are themselves com¬ 
binations of memory images or previously acquired 
mental experiences of tone—Japd time—relationships of 
quantitative and qualitative accents and dynamic shad 
ings. Prom these arise perceptions of melody (tone- fitch), rhythm (tone-length) and emotional content 
dynamic contrasts) which enter, in simultaneous com¬ 
bination, into the complete thought or concept of the 
musicalphrase, and so through all the phrases or concept- 
units, shall we say, of the composition, all of which find 
expression through motor-mental and harmony images, 
as already explained. 
_ The subject of this paper precludes a detailed analy¬ 
sis of mental imagery in connection with the purely 
musical side of artistic reproduction—musical percep- 
h,t We t me only an n d upon i at enough to m 
phasiz the imp irtance rad ven necx lity «’ - telligent 
exact, logical and persevering study and practice of 
simple and. combined movements until they and their 
corresponding mental pictures become completely mem¬ 
orized and instantly ready for automatic and effortless 
combination in all needed wavs. 
The manifest tendency in tniB country is now, as it has 
been in Germany for years paBt, to connect mentality 
with mechanism, to use mental control of nerve im¬ 
pulses as a supervisory help toward attaining a technic 
capable of expressing, in an adequate way, the best 
thoughts of the best composers—the tone-poets of the 
musical world. That teaching will be most successful 
in results and lasting in its benefits which takes into 
account the mental consciousness of the pupil in the 
struggle to obtain mastery of mechanism, and through 
this of requisite musical effects by clearly formed mental 
conceptions of the motions, rhythms, tonalities and 
emotional contents which enter into an artistic repro¬ 
duction of any worthy musical work. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
H. 
1. “Piano Touch and Scales.” F. H. Shepard. 
2. “ Church Music and Choir Training.” P. 
Shepard. Published by the author, Bethel, Conn. 
. 1. The first ofthese books deals with that very important 
matter Touch, as applied to the production of tone in 
piano .playing. It premises that touch can be taught; 
that it is not so much a natural gift as a faculty to be de¬ 
veloped by appropriate means, and that it is of much 
greater importance than what is called “execution.” 
All of which is sound. 
Mr. Shepard calls attention, as a preliminary, to the 
necessity of care in the selection of an instrument with 
a good action, and one which is not too heavy. This 
point is well taken and cannot be too much emphasized. 
He then treats the subject of touch under five heads: 
(a) Application of mind and muscle ; (b) Strength of 
tone; (c) Equality of touch; (d) Staccato and porta¬ 
mento touch, including octave playing; (e) The relation 
of touch to different styles of music. 
Under the first head he lays down the sound principle 
that the groundwork of all piano teaching should be such 
a use of the fingers as shall produce the maximum of re¬ 
sult with the minimum of effort, and insists on a complete 
relaxation of the muscles at all times when not in use. 
This implies, of course, the complete repose of all 
muscles not required for any given motion, and the point 
cannot be too strongly insisted on. 
He further insists on making the weight of the finger 
assist in the production of tone, through the momentum 
gained by a rapid stroke. This principle he calls “Im¬ 
pulse.” He then proceeds to elaborate his fundamental, 
ideas, “Resting,” “Impulse” and “Relaxation,” in 
minute details, showing how they are to be taught and; 
how the learner may test himself All that is said here 
is good and sound and worthy of attention. So is his 
insisting on making the ear the final test and requiring, 
the pupil to listen carefully to his own playing. . 
The doctrines here promulgated and the exercises 
recommended are those of Herr Bruno Zwintschers 
They are good and valuable. But neither Mr. Shepard 
nor his European teachers seem to appreciate the fact 
that an American, Dr. William Mason, has elaborated a; 
method of developing Touch Power and Tone-quality 
which greatly surpasses theirs in simplicity, 
and effectiveness. But every teacher, whatever his 
method, will be benefited by reading Mr, Shepard’s 
thoughtful and well-considered work. And the sugges¬ 
tions of means for seeuring relaxation are new ar d par¬ 
ticularly valuable. 
2. The second boob is an extremely clear and sensible 
treatise on the proper methods of training' choirs, espe¬ 
cially boy choirs. The directions for training the voices 
seem to be extraordinarily full of common-sense ideas. 
The book is eminently practical, and ought tq be in the 
hands of every young choir-master. J. C. F. 
The third edition of Edward Baxter Perry’s fantasia 
for piano, “ Die Lorelei,” is now in print. A few errors 
in the two previous editions'have been corrected, and the 
whole carefully revised and fingered by the composer 
and. W. H. Sherwood. Few American compositions of 
high grade have proved as popular, or are so frequently 
heard in concert. . 
The person who'nfunacquainted with the best things 
among modern literary productions is looked upon as 
uncultivated^ We should be at least as advanced as this 
in music.—Schumann. 
Genius does nothing without a reason. Every artist 
of genius breathes into his work an unexpressed idea 
whjch speaks to our feelingk even before it can" be de- 
ffned.—Am*#. > 
T H E E T IT 33 E. 
PIANOFORTE TONE-PRODUCTION. accomplished (and its importance cannot be overrated), the book, or to the whole subject. Then take the next 
then it will have become also easy to nse each set of chapter, and when you have done this with each, think 
The first 'difficulty in every one’s path is “stiffness.” 
To overcome this, must then be the first step. Yet many 
indeed are they who, although showing themselves in 
other resnects eoo 5 players and sxceUent musicians, 
. u
muscles, they having now become independent, ibithout over the whole of the first part of the book as to thoughts 
giving the resistance employed during the practice of the and order thereof, the chief illustrations and facts; and 
_ : 'll - ;v: X-:-X.• XX. X X: . T . ■ . X. . , ■ . - X'xT . __ xl _ _X .... J   ' _ __x . vtti 
' ' 
p g d e ll
nevertheless fail here! Good quality of tone is, how¬ 
ever, quite incompatible with a stiff action, or with a 
stiffly-held limb. If, however, it be clearly understood 
whence the stiffness dates, then perhaps it may become 
comparatively easy to conquer it; for, but rarely does it 
exercise. pursue the same course with each and every part. When 
The finger, hand (so-called lf wrist-action ”), and fore- the book is finished, begin and go backward, askin 
arm (elbow-action) should be zeroised eparately. X 
will be undeasi nmei • rist ction.” 
The fingers, unaided; having to do by far. the largest 
yourself what is the last point the author made, and 
then what led him to that point, and so on until you 
reach the beginning of the work. If you cannot answer 
any question of importance about the book when this is 
done, you will never be able to do so. An excellent 
method in addition to this is to mark in each chapter * . .. . »m- m x« ■ n iuuoo auu uuncuui uocuo uu auvsiiijgjr y orw ai uic uuu m uuiu uu no, vu o m uu aucuxl u c uu uu ubct 
^render remarks liable to be charac- what you find to be the strongest statement of the main joints. Generally it is found to be brought about merely ^erjze(j m u Instruction*book” talk. They are, however, 
by laulty a produeuoii ineoCTectly directed muscular cajje<j for> because? ss a matter of fact, details of this 
effort. Hence, the AaW of stiffening ought to be reme- nature are as a ru]e found but in great paucity in 
diable, if it be not of too long standing. • . - the ordinary “ Primer ” 
T1 e sc ie i ion of stffinea a «• ?e tht n in thi wav Fqi * First 0f au th m as - tl e posit on of the hai d A 
every set of muscles (with but few exceptions) there is k]ow having to be given by the finger, the preliminary 
found tc • ist an * i et with exactly opposit dutie condition must therefo be, that the inger-tip be - 
Now, without irevioue bimm it ie ns to b for the ajsed fronTthe 1 y k 1 thi can hi lone unless 
most part a matter c f * oni ide ible diffi ulty to s< nd an 
impulse fi m he ter e-centi c sne et without at the 
same ime allowing :c me o th energj to tr1 by tnc 
wrong path to the opposite set of muscles. It is, how¬ 
ever, obvious that any impulse thus received by the 
opposing muscles must necessarily tend to counteract 
the desired movement; indeed, if both muscle-groups act 
with quite equal energy, then no motion whatever can 
the 1 and its If t 1 igi with f h Id ■ llawa ‘r* Tr th 
surface of the keyboard. The fingers, when folly de¬ 
pressed, should be very considerably curved, the curve 
beginning at the “ knuckle-joint ’’—the point where 
fingers and hand join. The longer finger being some¬ 
what more curved than the shorter ones; care being 
taken to notice that in the ordinary position of the hand, 
the middle finger touches the white keysyusi outside the 
point of the chapter, or the most valuable fact, or best 
illustration, and re-read these marked passages several 
times. We have pursued this method for many years, 
and applied it to every book read for logic or informa¬ 
tion, and have found it usefnl. But even then the fre¬ 
quent reading of the most important books is essential 
to the permanent possession of acquisitions. One may 
say, ‘‘ A person will not have time to read many books 
by this plan.” Yes he will. Until he has formed the 
habit he must go slowly, but afterward he is hardly 
conscious he is doing these things. . 
MODERN PAINTERS. 
BY BUSKIN. 
* * . !• V a tX j i uc ulluuiQ l ueoi vy vuvo vuu n uivo Au o /wov vwvokmv yuv
Poshly appear; the limb—-finger, hand, or arm—merely kiack key8> The height of the wrist-joint relatively to the Distinctness.—The best drawing involves a wonderful perception and expression of indistinctness; and yet all 1 • . j. w . t - • . •, /» UiOlia T O* UQACUU VI IM1DM IV1UW ““v UCIVCyUUU OUU CALUCOOIVU VI AUUIOU 
then becoming n&id m direct ratio with the intensity of kand j8 determined by the actual size of the latter. With noble drawing is separated from the 
+K a + m a m n aH wnnnAn Ion rnn m r\n It n nnmwor ntio (rmnw . ■ . . . . * i • . . «<■ . .. , i .« t < i i i •• . . °. A1 ■ the two-sided muscular tension. If, however, one group 
receive greater impulse than the other, then the tension 
of the latter is overcome, and some motion does take 
place in spite of the impediment. Manifestly, however, 
the desired movement is here produced under consider- 
a particularly large hand it is well to hold the “ knuckles” 
rather higher than the wrist-joint, bnt with a smaller hand 
noble dra ing is separated fro  the ignoble by its indis¬ 
tinctness, by its fine expression and firm assertion of 
Something; whereas the bad drawing, without either 
the most serviceable position appears to be that in which firmness or fineness, expresses and asserts Nothing. The 
_« _ A J 1 ' __  xl_  1 1 TT__ _lib n A , 1 « .1  n x * _11 * r 
wrist and knuckles are on the same level. Hence, with first thing, therefore, to be looked for aB a noble Bign of 
the desn'ea ove ent is here produced unaer consiaer- jarger hands the curvature of the fingers is greater than art, is a clear consciousness of what is drawn and what is 
able difficulty, and hence anse the sensations of extreme with smaller hands. p ' not; the bold statement and frank confession, “ This I 
nKffK «-«nn nnrl a+ fninhAn A nH if in innf thio m H i TT7 nrhuth __ . « - ■ 1 .«•«.« .1 * _ _ . ... ' stiffness and of friction. And it is just this rigidity which 
is to be avoided at any price in tone-production. Quan¬ 
tity of the sound entirely depending on the quantity of 
the motion delivered—on the swiftness of the descending 
limb—as previously explained, clearly, if this motion has 
to take .place against the resistance of the player's own 
muscles, then this must detract from the speed—must 
The wrist must, however, never be held higher than know,” “That I know not,” and, generally speaking, 
the knuckles, for then it becomes impossible sufficiently all haste, slurring, obscurity, indecision, are signs of low 
to raise the finger-tips away from the keys without art, and all calmness, distinctness, luminousness and 
stretching the fingers completely back to the upper limit positiveness, of high art. 
of their motion. And however useful it may be to do -— 
this for the sake of practice—as a gymnastic—neverLlie- WHAT WAS THE MUSICAL ACCENT, 
less, we must not forget that a limb moving at the ex- 
At a trial in the Court of King’s Bench as to an alleged 
„ ' i , j. , •l_*i x ,i j . i icDa. ui ob uui iuicc m i iu uiviiuk uo va 
create a distinct obstacle tending to annihilate the desired te ^ limit8 of itB compass is necessarily awkward and 
( ftAAt.! and pttnrt takinir the nlaee of freedom of move- , ■. . . _a. t _ _ e fec ; effo g p c e¬ 
ment, the result can, at best, be bnt clumsy and inar¬ 
tistic. 
weak, and that the motion at the limits always remains piracy of the “ Old English Gentleman,” one of the first 
I restricted, though the compass may be increased by ■ w -area Fnni-n “ ” 
LisLic. practice I 
Of the first importance then is the complete isolation * The hand) at the knuckie> must then in any case be 
(solar as possible) of the nerve impulse; the individual- heid at.a sufficient distance from the key-level to enable 
ization of the muscles—that intimate connection between the fingers easily to swing back. 
witnesses pat into the box was Cooke. Now, sir,  
said Sir James Scarlett, in his cross-examination of 
Cooke, “yon say that the two melodies are identical 
but different. What am I to understand by that, sir? ” 
“ What I said,” replied Cooke, “ was that the notes brain and fingers which maybe termed “thinking the 
fingers.” In other words, the separation (“ segregation ”) 
of those particular sensations which the isolated action 
of each of the two sets of muscles call forth. However, 
we are not able directly, consciously, to set in motion a 
single muscle, for we are unable deliberately to concen¬ 
trate thought on a single bundle of muscular fibre. Cer¬ 
tainly, we do realize the possession of • musele on a 
contact from outside taking place, and by perceiving its 
motion, but the reverse nervous action we are unable 
immediately to determine. Bat what we can do is to 
organize the sensations resulting from muscular move¬ 
ments and the consciousness of the nerve-impulses 
The space between hand and key-level must also at in the two arrangements are the same bat with a different 
least be as great at the fifth as at the second finger side accent—the one being in common while the other is in 
* Til* ■ 1 l_ x TTT • , *xl UlCUb CTCUUCO O Ul kVSUViAX. UUU ui 
required to bring them about. We can experiment with destruction of the fiDger technique. 
tinrrara ntrv* nnn rrra onAnaa/1 1 ohimniniY tho />A/>vv«x/tf ° m 
of the hand. triple time ; consequently the position of the accented 
This is indeed of paramount importance, for if the notes is different in the two copies.” 
hand be not held “ level,” but sloping toward the fourth “ What is a musical accent?” Sir James flippantly 
and fifth fingers (the orthodox school-girl manner), then inquired. 
these already mnscnlarly weak limbs are in addition “ My terms for teaching music are a guinea a lesson,” 
placed at a very considerable disadvantage relatively to said Cooke, much to the merriment of the court, 
the others. With this result, that when a note has to be “ I do not want to know your terms for teaching,” 
sounded by their instrumentality, then their evident said the counsel; “ I want you to explain to his lordshi 
helplessness causes surreptitious help to be unconsciously and the jury what is mnsical accent.” Sir James waxe 
given from the arm or hand, naturally to the great detri- wroth. “ Can you see it?” he continued, 
ment of evenness of touch, and obviously to the utter “ No,” was the answer. 
* n , ~ .*i j • ix*r xi_ _t ucobL uubiuu ui uxic ujukoi 
our nngers, etc., until we succeed in obtaining the corned ° 
impulse—correct movement—in one muscle without the ' __ 
slightest opposition on the part of the particular muscle 
endowed with the reverse function. We can then . ’ WORTH REPEATING-, 
-memorize the sensation this successfully isolated impulse rxjn<jfir this Department will appe 
was accompanied by, and then by recalling this sensation print, but are worthy of a repetition, 
we shall again be able to recall the correct “ production.” contributions from our readers, from 
This at last becomes a formed habit, and then it -will- nnm Thb ETtrDBJ ’ 
seem as difficult badly to produce tone as at first to pro- - 
duce it correctly. The real cause of the change may be The following from the New 
that the nerve-actions have actually become more in- is so valuable that we give it a 
sulated from each other. the benefit of our readers. 
The practice of the following gymnastic exercise will Q. Which is the best way t< 
be found most effective in conducing toward the acquire- to get the knowledge of it so ai 
Tobias A. Matthay. 
a n u t. a
‘‘ .. 
“ Can you feel it? ” 
“ Well,” Cooke drawled out, “a musician can.’ 
--- After an appeal to the Judge, the examining counsel 
' RT  EPE TI G. toli. lordship „„d the jur,-»ho 
[Under this Depart ent will appear articles that have been in are gunnosed to know nothing about music—the meaning 
. "We will be pleased to receive - „_ii ar.„ani ?n 
contributions from our readers, from resources outside of the back of what you call accent f _ 
numbersof The Etude.] “ Musical accent,” rejoined Cooke, is emphasis laid 
- ■— on a certain note just in the same manner as yon would 
York Christian Advocate la? 8tr"88™ &n* 
ralpa l. pl^e io Thk Brppe for Lf''SS S5 
jgquir
o .master a book; that is, 
s to respond to any ques- 
ment of this “looseness” of movement—quiescence of tions that may be asked concerning its contents, in the 
the opposing muscles. Tendons^ with attached muscles, least possible time ? 
accent rests on donkey; but if instead I said ‘ you are a 
donkey,’ it rests on yon, Sir James, and I have no doubt 
that the gentlemen of the jury will corroborate me iff 
this.” The story is more personal than polite, neverthe-. 
less it is well worth telling as an instance of forcible 
• VI , .• . Ti _A_ •__ Zx —__. -A—A xA lie both above and under the finger, hand, and forearm ; A. We suspect thatthis is an attempt to learn from ns .f.881,1. j. . t j , it 8e rye to ;m. 
-these have the function respectively to raise and to de- the art of “ cramming,” an art which is to goody honest dlnstration. Itna 1Refill, too, since rt;uay serve am 
p? a, U„b which the? ,. The fipger, hapd w„* what jppW iA> lawfcl «*»*,*» *. «« 'SSoM 
forearm (whichever is to be used).is then to be dehb- production of valuable goods. Cramming tor a single .. JXf • A 
ttely raised-~d§iiviist the resistance of the lower muscles recitation or for an examination, is a kind of intellec- no 10 _ , - - nf 
. I the UmtSsJaUed back »lowl/„d tnal sleight-of-haad which add. ao^hiag to the permaadat ^ hl““ 
3li8hrnl of a few-Prom em,k- 
; the lower tendons are already active and continue so, least expenditure of force and time, we give these hints: imn 8 a9 . • _ 
j result is that the limb is drawn down with consider- First, read the title of the book; second, the introduc- 
era iseaagavhs
—i. e., li b is pull slowly an  vqry “ stiffly.” 
But now, wherT tKe movement has nearly reached its 
upper limit, then the upward putt is suddenly to cease. 
As
the
| men'8 Magazine. 
able force at tbis moment. Important it is to remember tion or preface; third,/the headings of the chapters; 
that the downward pull is to be continuous and unvarying fourth, if the book is divided info parts, master the 
all through; the ascent and subsequent desceht being principles on which the,division is made. This in any 
produced by the upper muscles at first overpowering the good book should take naif a day of attention. As you 
lower- ones, and then suddenly being let go. 
Pestalozzi never uttered a truer sentiment than when 
he said: “I would go so far as to lay it down as a rule, 
that whenever children are inattentive, or apparently 
take no interest in a lesson, the teacher should always 
are comprehending the headings of the chapters, turn to 1{ ,;k firgt to himself for a reason.” 
The reverse action should, of course, also be practiced them here and there, and read sufficient to show just 
on the same plan. what the headin A man should hear a little music, read a little poetry 
and see a fine picture every day of his life, in order that 
of muscles at a time. But then one thing only can be think over the substance of it; do this, not in words, but fatal win 
learned at ojie time. When, however, this siiigle point is in thoughts; and ask what relation it has to that part .pf Goethe.-- 
EXPECT BETTEE PLAYING. 
Prof. E. S, Bonelli, has become famous in the musi¬ 
cs! world by overcoming the natural weakness of the 
fourth or ring finger. By a simple operation he com¬ 
pletely liberates the finger, giving a freedom and facility 
of execution heretofore unattainable without pain or 
scar, increasing the stretch of the hand and the lift of 
the finger. 
In musical circles the operation is attracting much at¬ 
tention. Herr Eugene, d’Albert, the woridrfamed pian¬ 
ist, has expressed great surprise at the result. Madam 
Camilla Urso and the late Dr. Louis Maas also pro¬ 
nounced favorably upon the work of pupils having under¬ 
gone the operation. 
Prof. Bonelli, severed the accessory tendons of about 
thirty members of the M. T. N. A. at. Detroit. He has 
tried it on over 500 musicians. Cocaine is used, which 
makes the operation perfectly painless. Very little blood 
flows and the wounds are scarely larger than pin points. 
W« invite correspondence' from tl 5 X 1 ‘.‘.subjects 
aftei they have proved its utility 
WANTED.—A teacher on the piano and in singing 
’" (pupil of Kufferath and Dr. F. Hiller), who has 
had twelve years’ experience, and: who taught for the last 
se , • sea io 1 the 10s t Ivan la * indth gi Inates 
in music at a leading Female College in the South, is open 
to an engagement for a similar position. Address ‘ ‘ Music 
Teacher,” Salem, Virginia. 
Y17'ANTED.—Miss Mary Alice Evans desires an en 
"" gagement as teacher of voice in a college, and 
position as alto soloist in church choir. Best of refer¬ 
ences. Thorough training; experience in teaching. 
Address Mrs. .fenny Maier, College of Music, Cincin¬ 
nati, Ohio. 
Pianos 
The Mart for Excellence ant BnraMlity. 
MANUFACTURED IN ALL STYLES OF 
IBS and UPRIGHTS, 
-BY- 
CHASE BROS. PIANO CO. 
Factories: Grand Rapids and Muskegon, Michigan. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue. 
A System of Piano Technic 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
CLOTH, $1.50. 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, DoubleSixths, etc., in various motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of our leading schools of music. A Tiewly- 
revised and corrected edition is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the advanced sales of the work. The 
“Technic” in the future will be bound in limp cloth, so 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
A Supplement to Every Instruction 
Book. 
THE STUDY 
THE 
BY 
EC. iB-A-ZE^ZEICTT. 
Translated by M. A. Bierstadt. 
PRICE $1.00.- 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book with every beginner, and will serve as a supple¬ 
ment to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which.will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published. 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random: 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
Masleal Memory. 
On Beading Music. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth,/and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
Address the Publisher, - 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, 
IANO 
AND 
This Invention provides a Protection for 
the Piano, also, an 
EXTEHSI©I1 FOOT-REST, 
Connected with the Pedals--Especially de¬ 
signed to enable Persons of Small Stature 
to Rest their Feet, and also to Work the 
Pedals of the Piano. 
PE1C1 X.IST. 
No. 1. Foot-rest, ------ $1.50 
No. 2. “ - - (nickel plated), 2.60 
No. 3. Foot rest and Pedals, - 4.00 
No. 4. “ “ (nickel plated), 6.00 
No. 6. “ “ (polished brass), 8.00 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILA,, 
The Philadelphia Musical Journal. 
©MLY 91*00 A YEAH. 
AMERICA’S LEADING MUSICAL PUBLICATION, 
Educational Bepartment. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mas, 
Doc., University of Pennsylvania. . 
Every issue contains 16 pages of new music, and from 16 to 20 pages 
of musical liteiatare, interesting and valuable to Music Teachers,' 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher’s Association. .1 
A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. 
SPECIAL TERMS AND DISCOUNTS TO MU8IC TEAOHER8, 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Copy, 10 cts. 
GOULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers, 
1418 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia! 
TEEIE 
PIANO TECHNIC 
DESIGNED FOB 
SCHOOLS, TEACHERS and STUDENTS, 
■ By WM. B. WAIT, 
Authot of “ Harmonic Notation, ” (Theo. Presseb, 
Phila.), *;'System of Tangible Music for Use of the 
Blind} ’ “Measure, Rhythm, and Form 
The Normal Course is based upon the fundamental 
idea that, for the purpose of the development, discipline 
and information of the mind, and for teaching the learner 
how to think and to do, Technical studies in Music are as 
useful as any other branch. 
FEATURES OF THE BOOK. 
Clear, concise statements of facts and principles. 
It deals only with essentials. 
It arranges the materials in grades, by Divisions, 
Courses and Steps. 
It exhibits a distinct mode and order of development. 
The course is as clearly laid out as in any other branch 
of study. 
Practice based upon understanding of means as applied 
to ends. 
It permits the attention to be given to the hands in 
practice, and not to the pages. 
In schools, it will secure uniformity in the instruction 
given. 
It furnishes the bases for oral recitations and examina¬ 
tions, as in other subjects. 
It is logical, systematic, thorough. 
It is a book for use by schools, teachers and students. 
PRICE $2.00, BOUND. 
We will make a deduction, as usual, to those ordering 
the work in advance of publication. We will send the 
work, post-paid, for only 60 cents to those sending cash 
with order. The work will not be ready for several 
months. Jeff 
Address the Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Op. 15. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion:! 
Notation} Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion ; Marks of Power and Tempo, and Tl cy of Tech¬ 
nique. A frill page is devoted to Diagran for Position 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and 
two minor, in all keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil} illustrating certain exercises in an entertain¬ 
ing manner. 
The last four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios'; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scales m all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
ana instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the followings 
Artists ancKTeachers /Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J. S. Van Cleve, J. 0. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr , G. 
H. Howard, W^*H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penfield, 
0. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leckner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster,: E. R. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L. Blumerschein, Wm. Mac- 
donald F f Webb, H M. Wild, Mn I Heerwagen 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$1.50, with liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
_ '§£ , * 1 , - IShh 
2 11 T H E ETTJX> E 
A HEW BOOK FOB BEGINHEBB.- 
THE ART OF PIANOFORTE PLAYING.- 
By Hugh A. Clarke, Mbs, Doc. Price $1.50, post¬ 
paid. 
This is a new work embodying the results of thirty 
years’ experience of a practical teacher, who -lias held 
the responsible position of Professor of Music la the 
Pennsylvania University for the last fifteen years. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for ieginners, jmbodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and sits graded in such a 
vi ij th it thiiffiu ultie s at b« set beginners or-* al ? ost 
insensibly overcome. .Mot a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a 1 c ok ; 4 o other work has been 
borrowed from;. but every piece ■ is the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
b* m ntarj school for the pianoforte 
Practical and Pleasing. 
It is of the utmost importance that a proper beginning 
be made. There are two features in this hook that make 
it one of the best works for beginners ever issued, 
namely— ^ 
It Interests t£e Pupil, it Cultivates the Taste. 
On these two points every teacher must look 
for success, aud it is well to have a text-book at the 
beginning that lays particular stress upon important 
principles. 
There are numerous duetts for teacher and pnpil, all 
having a specific object in view. There are a goodly 
number of pleasing pieces of a didactic nature, ana exer¬ 
cises for strict and mechanical fingering, such as scales, 
arpeggios, five-finger exerciseB, etc. 
Address publisher, THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of RteiGal Terms. 
380© T3ERM8 XKEIFITCEXD. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently~been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, Covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 30 CENTS. 
Address THEODQKE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
JUST ISSUED, 
FOUNDATION EXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING: 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the PRACTICE CLAVIER or PIAJTO. 
The object of this work is—first, to establish the doctrimrthat Piano¬ 
forte Technic is or should be an Elementary Study; and, second, 
to Bupply teachers and pupils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be’ taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
’ The plan of the work, _and the exercises given, are new and 
original. — 
.A-IjIMIIEIR/’S 
PIANO PRIMER 
IGtli EDITION. 
Notes and Remarks by such Musicians as Sr. 
Mason, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
It is c< hgiss it is kxhat) si iye j it is n iorsed >y m >st 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. ^Letters ot 
commendatioi of it been re ived from th< m< t 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal.- Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, SO/eenfe® Address 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
STUDIES IN 
oaguti aid 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
Price $1.50, in Boards. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
A GRADED COURSE OF STUDY 
CABINET OR 4N 
By M. S. MORRIS. 
PRICE' lO Ctas. 
Containing the best lists of pieces and studies, vol¬ 
umes of voluntaries, arranged in systematic order for 
reference. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
In the two volumes more_J;han-tbIrty picture illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned. 
BOOKS I AND II, EACH $1.5©. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, Hew York. 
SUITABLE FOR GHORAL SOCIETIES, 
66 Mrs. SPEAKER,” 
AH OPERETTA. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
Lohdow—Novello, Ewer A.Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia.,. Npeclni terms for quantities. 
1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 
Tlief eadiers’ Hein and Staflents’ Guide. 
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS AND STUDENTS. 
BY 
E. m. SEFTON. 
PRICE $1.00. 
This book makes work easy for THE TKACH KM—the young 
especially—and the study of music clear and attractive for THE 
IMDRIK It is a new departure and isTrstep in advance of any¬ 
thing published as a means of interesting the pupil and aiding 
the teacher. It tells When, Where and How mneh should 
be studied or given in Theory, Technic and The Piece, and 
their various subdivisions. No steps need be taken hesitatingly by 
the young teacher. Head what Dr. William'Mason, the head of the 
profession, has to say of the work:— 
“ Mb. E. M. Skftom, 
“Dear Sir:—I have received the copy of‘Teacher’s Help and 
Student’s Guide,’ and thank you for sending it. I have examined it 
with interest and regard it as a very useful work. It keeps con¬ 
stantly before the pupil the true and fundamental principles apqn 
w hick effective practice is based, The various exercises are arranged 
in a systematic way, tending toward orderly and rapid development. 
The directions, which constantly remind the pupil of the absolute 
necessity of deliberate and conscientious work, may at first glance 
seem almost superfluous, but the^cxperienced teacher will at once 
recognize their importance and the urgency of their constant repeti¬ 
tion. It is the kind and quality of practice which tellgT ’ One might 
ae reasonably expect, by sowing poor and imperfect seed, to harvest 
good fruit, as through imperfect practice to gain good and desirable 
results in pianoforte playing. ' — 
— “ Yours sincerely, 
’ “ WIIsX.IAM MASOH.” 
Address • 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
S E G O N D V O L U M E. 
Studies in Phrasing 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 81.50 Net 
A wort tliat every Went of tie Piano sMd study 
O O N T El NTS: 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
ILL US TRATION8: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Mendelssohn. First Song without Words. 
Bach. Loure in G. 
Chopin, Nocturne- In E flat. 
Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
Schumann, Warum. . 
Mendelssohn Spring Song. 
Schumann, Nachtstuecke in F, Op. 23, No. 4 
Bach, Invention in E minor, 8 voice, No. 7. 
Schumann, Grillen. 
Rubinstein, Melody in F. 
Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. - 
Schumann, Homewards. 
Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
Bach, Saraband in E-minor. 
Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THE STAR OF BETH A 
BY 
J. H. HALL AND J. H. RUEBUSH, 
ASSISTED BT 
ALDECJE S. XIEFFER. 
A fine collection of Church Tunes, Anthems, Choruses, 
— and Glees. Just from the press. 
Contains 11© Church Tunes, 80 Pages Class 
hongs. 70 Sunday-School Songs, 
-33 Pages Anthems. 
Just the Book Teachers have wished for. 192 pp. 
75 Cents per Cop;; $7.50 per Dozen by Mail. 
The great question before vocal music teachers is: How can we im¬ 
prove the masses in reading music? This book contains no new 
method, for character notes have been successfully used for years. 
SPECIAL OFFER.—We will mail one copy to any reader of 
The Etude for only 30 cents, to cover cost. If you are not satisfied 
after an examination, we will refund the money. Address 
RUEBUSH, K1EFFER & 
DAYTON, VA. 
CO., 
We beg to announce that we have now in course of publication i 
new work for Organists, entitled 
The Organists’ Journal 
This work will be sold by subscription, and will be c. nplete in 14 
parts. Each part will be enclosed in an attractive cover and if lil 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable for church service. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Concerts, 
Recitals and other occasions. The Price of Subscrlpth-a for the 
entire work is 33,00.. This will be the finest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market; it will contain the most practical and 
latest compositions of the best German, French, American and 
English writers. 
. Each piece will be of high class. Nothing will be put in to fill up 
space The entire work will be within the ability of any church 
organist. 
We would like to Impress upon yon the fact that— ■ 
1st The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registra¬ 
tion, etc. ’ 
2d. The Music unit he printed from Engraved plaits (not type). 
3d. No other work gives so much music for so little money; each 
part, costing 25 cents, will contain 31.50 worth of music. 
4th. None of the pieces are too difficult for the Amateur or the Student;: 
and the Professimml Organist Jjsilf find a large number of compositions j 
which are only to he found at present in expensive editions, 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces available for instruct 
Hon. 
Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,6 and 7 are now ready, and will be sent, postpaid, 
on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts will be issued and 
forwarded, omveach.month, until the 14 numbers are complete. : 
Circulars and sample pages, giving full information, will be sent, 
free, on receipt of name ana address. 
For further information, address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, TA. 
WH. E. ASHMALL & CO., 
231 East 80th Street, 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
Cl 
OF?r;r>M ©F>^MlM|5S Ms» \ 
IMIIEB- ALBERT-W. BOEST. 
Teacher of the 
AMM PIAM0F&STB 
3602 HAMILTON STREET, 
Mr. T. -1, D AVS 1! S 
Gives lessons personally, or by correspondence, in Marmony, 
Counterpol t, Canon I Fn .» prej red for 
musical examinations. Most thorough sue! systematic course. 
Compositions revised and corrected. Terms moderate. 
' Address IS LIBRARY BUILDING, 
Scranton, Pa. 
Harmony Lessons by Correspondence 
/M- t;;:::;■ Also ;; . - - . 
I gg ions ^ y Ms 1 in. Counterpoint nd Or he stratit n 
For terms and particulars, address. 
G. T. BULLING, • ! 
174 RACE STREET, CINCINNATI, ®. j 
MADAME ANNA StEINIGERf 
CONCERT PI AN 1ST E AND TEACHER, 
BOSTOIT, 2CA.SS. 
Be 1 ' * Concerts Douervatorles a Speei dty 
Madau teluigei rill makes m We and South,i Januarj 
* bruary and t ... 1 ), ntrodu > her fi lr Be thoven Con 
ert» Spe ial terms and un jualed inducements to teachers who 
will work for th a series of con serfs, in their iities or to mas 
Address FHAU AMKA STEIMIGEB, Boston, Maas. 
wTt- MATHE - S, 
TEACHER OF PIANOFORTE, 
Lecturer and Writer upon Musical Topics, 
No. 236 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 
Room 18._]____ 
Mr K. M. BOWMAN, 
(Editor of “ Weitzman Musical Theory,”) 
STEINWAY HALL, NEW YORK. 
Pianoforte and Organ instruction by the methods on which 
modern artistic performance is based. 
Musical Theory lessens, orally or by correspondence, by the 
Weitzman Method, which, by Its lucid explanations and interesting 
course of study, commends itself to the attention of all who desire 
to become thorough .musicians.._ _' '■ ■' __ 
Milwaukee School of Music, 
422 BROADWAY, MILWAUKEE, (12 
HARMONY LESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCE, 
■ V 'I. v GIVEN BY 
J*. C® FIIJLMCIIIJEj, Director. 
MRS. W. H. SHERWOOD, 
Concerts, Piano Becitalsand Piano Instruction. 
SUMMER PIANO LE88ON8 GIVEN. 
Address at her residence, 
S888 Mewfetwy Street, 
Boston, Mass. 
BIOW-A-HID BAXTER PERRY, 
Concert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Branches Taught:—Piano, Violin. Violoncello, Singing 
and Theory of Music ; Also Literature Classes in 
German, French, Italian and English Languages. 
Pbofessobs:-—Messrs. K. Klindworth, Dr. Langhans, 
Riifer, Dr. Yedliczka, Dr. Beimann, Tul. Hey and 
other renowned masters. 
Prospectus to be obtained gratis through the Director, 
EABIi KLIIDW®BTH, 
Berlin, 20 Potsdamer Strasse, 
' An institution devoted exclusively to the study of 
Music. Gives instructions in all departments of Music, 
with a thorough and Systematic Course of 
Study, and a Faculty of the highest excellence and 
efficiency. Founded in 1869. WSP. Send for Catalogue. 
158 A, Tremont Street, BOSTON, MASS. 
(Leipsic 1883-85.) 
Teacher of Piano, Organ and Harmony, will receive 
pupils during the Summer. Harmony by mail. 
With a Large Facility of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 644 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (38 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 17, Jan. 6, and April 7. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RICE, Director, 
OBERLIN, OHIO. 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC AND ART 
Claverack, Columbia County, IT. Y. 
©HAS. W. LAN DON Musical Director! 
Courses in Piano and Voice Culture, Organ, Violin, Cornet, Har¬ 
mony and Counterpoint. 
Normal Course for Music Teachers. Weekly Lectures and Musicales. 
NEW DEPARTURE. 
A Special and Original Course for Learning the Art of Teach- 
inf Msisic. 
Recitals by distinguished artists during? the year. 
Individual lessons only. Daily use of the Technicon and Techni- 
phone. All practice under supervision.- 
SCHOOL. OF MUSI 
DE FAUW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
Instruction given-in all Departments of Music. 
Pupil, Classical, Artist, Choral and Orchestral Concerts, 
Solo, Duet, Trio, Quartette, Ensemble and 
Oratorio Work. 
FIVE COUR8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Sheet Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, apply to 
JAMES H. HOWE, DEAN, GREENCASTLE, IND. 
For Circulars of $&er University Departments, apply to 
President, Alexander Martin, d.d., ll.d., College of Liberal Aria. 
Rev. 8. L. Bowman, a.m., s.t.d., Dean of School of Theology. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, ins. Doe. 
Tonic Sol-fa. 
Portrait and Figure Painting in Oil or Water Colors. Landscape, 
fruit and flowers from nature. Modeling in Clay, Crayoning. 
Pastelle and Charcoal Sketching, Architectural, Mechanical and 
Free-Hand Drawing, and Drawing In India Ink, are thoroughly 
developed by the most modern theories of teaching. 
In Harmony, Connterpoint 
and Composition. 
-RICHARD GOERDELER, 
Director of Music at Pennington Senainary, 
PENNINGTON, NEW JERSEY, WRITES new, brilliant and original Piano Music, for two and four 
hands, on short notice. Refers to his popular -compositions, 
published by The-Oliver Ditson Co., Wm. A Pond & Co., F. A. North 
& Co., Theo, Presser, and reproduced In Leipzig, Germany. For 
terms, apply as-above. 
Thirty-Seventh Year Opens September 15th, 
SEND FOB ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. 
A, H; PLACE, A. M., President, Samuel Kayzer, director.. 
AUDITORIUM BIMMIG, CHICAGO. 
MUSICrEtOOUTiPN, DELSARTE, ETO. , - 
A specialX Summer Coarse for Pianoforte teachers 
will -be conducted by Messrs. Calvin B. Cady and 
Frederic GrInt Gleason^ July 7th to August 6th. 
’ Courses by Mr. Cady 
I. Practical Course of 20 Lessons to Children. 
II. 12 Lectures on Teaching. 
III. 10 Lectures on Material for Teaching. 
IV. 10 Lessons in Analysis. 
Course by Mr. Gleason:— ■ ^ i 
20 Lessons in Harmony. 
(pupil of william mason) 
Instructs Teachers and Students in the v 
“MASON METHOD OF TOUCH AND TECHNIC.” 
Will also make engagements for-Concerts or Piano Lectures with 
Illustrative Recitals, adapted to general audiences or Musical Asso¬ 
ciations and Classes of Students.— 
Address, Care of The Etudes. * 
Chickerlng Hall Building, Chicago. 
All branches of Music, School of Lyric and Dramatic 
Art; Normal Department for the training of 
Teachers; Languages. Course of instruc¬ 
tion thorough and progressive. 
SUMMER SESSION, JULY 7th to AVGUST 8th. 
C. P. HOFFMANN, 
DIRECTOR CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
OXFORD COLLEGE, OXFORD, OHIO. 
C ue nailed it n «• licati »n 
Gives lessons by. Correspondence in Harmony, Counterpoint and 
Musical Form. . Standard text-books. Plan pursued leads from es¬ 
tablished foundational principles to latest practice in composition. J. J. HATTSTAEDT, Director, 
. MUSICAL CAME. 
ALLEGRANDO 
Portraits of Famous Composers 
JUST PUBLISHED IN PHOTO-GRAVURE. 
BEETHOVEN, MOZART, CHOPIN and WAQNEB Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
- I SPLENIC GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game constate of cards on wMoh life different - teg and rests 
are printed, one on everycard. After a number are distributed among 
>1® play. » the aids are play d it * oceml a idded r i sth * 
ttiej « b j*i -*1 until the yalae >f /> ■*fa I® note - react d, when It 
'i a one for th ; sn . , w,'Ih i last c ard an' sample' -*s il i 
whole •}• e . Thla give • a genera id * only. \ti" fltrectfona with 
rales for a number of different games, tables shoving the notes, rests, 
km, Ac accompany the game. ' ' - ■ 
learning to a the PI ** Org « ¥ n, any is ei istru- 
tnent h «c wh lag thosi wl jvia) toi sad osi fas sr; it fact all 
irtic . & life * - a • 4*’ * «j tt *« cl v mlng > m 
Ii''.tfesipkM\th« -*1 ie ff lotos, u 1'nsiti 
The nam; is 'iff' the notes 
Ift.- rariofis k'«ra'in;-vblpli':miiBi< is written 
■•'.Msis.diSfesent'-ldnds'.'oC Ba», '■ •• : —l ' ■ '' 
I Ketic® in nit steal ftaetto' fa, 
nr 'aiudeist way to leant *j; read mile,. 
Yon leant while p tying an int< eating gan 
It Is readily learned, even by children. 
Timi dev ted a playing i its j^tas ,» not wasted « n most game* 
A splendid game for evening parties 
Anew departure entirely on '5 bjubj other game. 
• trenteoan to* ? *r s» hildren tlu rndiments « uuste ven t n * 
marielMM theme! refc 
t>'( resting to old and y mg,-be ini rs and advanced alike 
Those intending to study muaic will find it to their advantage to play 
this'game, a while before'be^nhiiitE'less ns 
Price, 50 Gents. .■■■■■' 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSES!, . 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Size 1—12x16 la. (Ho size), on 22x28 paper, @.........—-Si. 
“ 3—3 >4x4% In. (cabinet size), @.— , 
(Printed on Japanese paper, mounted on beveled card board.) 
wm, A-MTEiD. 
Size 1—Framed, 20x24, In 2-Inch oak, with M-Inch silver 
Inside, @. . . . ................. ..... ..:.$3 
Size 2-Framed, 12x14, la lj^-lnch oak, —....—........ 1 
• BOXING CHARGED EXTRA. 
These Instinm < i ts have been h t f<>« the Pdblic for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UN PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
.Which establishes them *,0 The following are in preparation and'will be issued in the order 
named:—Bach, Habndkl, Haydn, Liszt, Mkndelssohn, Mbybb- 
beer, Schubert, Schumann, Weber and others. 
Subscriptions sho ild be placed i 
JELLINEK & JACOBSON, Publishers, 
- ’ 13 Ssst 17th Street, New York. 
For Sale by 
JHE0 PRESSES 1104 CNsstmitm Pjijladi . f.i Ivtiy Piano folly Warranted for 5 Team 
WM. KNABE it CO., 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St. 
817 Pennsylvania Awe., W. 
RAPID METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
PART B. 
THE ELEMENTS 
For Classes or Individuals Containing 184 pages, large size. Its system of in¬ 
struction is easy, yet progressive, and music teachers 
are rapidly adopting this NSW WORK. 
Price only $2.00, postpaid. 
TO THE MUSICAL PROFESSION 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
A Preparation for the Study of Harmony. 
Address Publisher, 
w ' . • 1 
THEO. PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, FA. 
4S* SEND FOR A FELL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR, 
Address 
. THE W. W. WEIT1EY CO., 
TOLEDO, O. •• 
“ Profound instructive ” and beautiful ” are 
the attributes generally accorded the lectures of 
the late Karl Merz. With singular skill he 
wrestled with musical philosophy, musical history 
and musical aestheticism, and he understood it to 
deeply move the musician and to enchant the 
amateur. Wherever he lectured he inspired a 
greater estimate for the musical art and higher 
respect for the musical profession. 
He was often urged to issue his lectures in book 
form, but he would invariably reply:— 
“It is time enough when I am dead. 
They may be published then to bene¬ 
fit my wife, if she survives me.” 
This beautiful wish is to be carried out. Con¬ 
stantin Sternberg, the distinguished pianist, and 
Johannes Wolfram, the noted musician, will edit 
the lectures gratuitously, and Dr. Charles H. 
Merz, of Sandusky, O., the worthy son of the 
late Karl Merz', has associated himself with his 
father’s special friend, Theodore Presser, in pub¬ 
lishing said lectures. 
NEW, EASY AND PROGRESSIVE 
H. B. STEVENS & CO 
BY JULIUS E. MULLER 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Palling Leaves.” In this work 
ne has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
Agents for the Standard Cheap Editions-Peters, A™’ ^ unestnui axreet> ™maeipr 
Angener, Cotta, Breitkopf & Hartel, Jkdvice to Young Students of the Pianofoi 
* . Schlesinger, Etc^ By ALBERT W. BOKST. 
... PRIGS, 10 CIS. --— 
We wish to call the attention of Directors of gome good advice for every one studying the piano- 
Music m Schools and Seminaries, also of Music ■ aif AHA UJ A UYPT 
Teachers in general, to our stock of Foreign and till I 1 Vfiv IwAlil 1 tl 
American Music. We make a specialty of good To secure subscriptions for the Manual of Susie 
} m m ' ■■■- . _ W. M. Derthxce. This hook, which is enjoyir 
fingered editions,. and when desired will send larger sale than any musical work of the price 
offered to the public, is introduced exclusively by 
selections of different grades for inspection. scriptioh. Music teachers and musical people gl Send your orders to 
THEODORE,..PB!EiiES!, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
or Or. CHARLES H. MERZ, 
SANDUSKY, 0 
SPECIAL ATTENTION PAID TO MAILORDERS, 
TERMS LIBERAL 
Price of Book, Mailed 
$1.50. 
BERN. BOEKELMARS’ 
COMPOSITIONS. 
iiiaiiiriirrtloii March. For four bands.................81.00 
“ “ For eight hands.1.75 
Romania. • For Violin or Violoncello. Op. 2........ .75 
Bnllabile. .For Orchestra. Orchestra parts................ 1.50 
.. Score. 1.00 
“ For Piano. Op. 3.... .75 
Polonais< Jr* * *■*. i . no S Ip; Dp. 4.. 
“ “ “ •--- For eight hands.2.00 
Valse de la Reilie. Op.5. For Plano... 90 
ifi Cheval. Morceau Caracteristic. Op. 6  .60 
In ii ' Elm imkelt. For String Orchest Op. 7 .** re 
“ “ Single set parts...25 
Sebnsuclit. For Piano Solo. Op. 8....50 
Address THEODC)RE PRESSER, 
i 704 Ci»e*tnnt S fareei 1 Ml* del Ala, s* 
POCKET METRONOME. 
simple, cihit, nr urn iieiph. 
Prise, Nickel-plated, 50 Cents, Net, Postpaid. 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelzel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Dances. 
These instruments have been, especially manufactured 
for The Etude , and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers.- Address 
THEO. PBESSEB, 1704' Chestnut St., Philad'a, Fa. 
ON TEACHING AND TEACHING REFORM. 
TWO LECTURES BY 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg. 
Price 25 cents, in Paper Cower. 
Address Publisher,. THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
-t-JdLlii 
HENRY F. MILLER 
PI AN O S: 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPAN Y, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
JUST OUT. 
THE SCRATCH CLUB, 
' HUGH A. CRAMBOS, Mob. Dee., 
PROFE&SOE/OF MUSIC IN THE UNIVKKSITY OF PSlfNSYI.VANIA, 
Anther of “The Artg Pianoforte Playing” “Harmony on the Inductive 
Method ,” Music to “The Achamians,” “ Jerusalem” 
(a new Oratorio), etc., etc. 
It is a little book which will interest and please musicians and 
amateurs by its chatty common sense and suggestiveness. Evidently, 
It is the work of a man who knows his art well enough, to handle it 
without overweening solemnity.”—Boston lAtcrarti World. 
One of the cleverest bits of writing concerning music that has 
?J£!;£PPSfred ln • « - : The bo ok is full of entertainment, 
which will expand the ideas of young readers and gratify those of 
older ones.’ —Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. 
Price, in Paper Covers, 75 cents. 
by*thl'puMAe^,b00kSell@rS,01f ^ P08^’ on ^eipt of price, 
aTI4E POET-LORE CO., 
228 SOUTH 88th ST., PHir. A T>1rt.t»ttt a , 
RUSAL 
A GRAND ORATORIO. 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
Price $1.50, Bound in Boards. 
The libretto of this Oratorio is taken from the Bible, 
and gives,, in an epitomized form, the story of the taking 
of Zion by David—The prosperity of Jerusalem—The 
defection of Israel—The consequent destruction of the 
city and the king’s captivity. 
The theme now takes up the promise of restoration 
under the reign of the promised king—His coming—His 
rejection—The final desolation of the city—Concluding 
with the promise of the Heavenly City and the descent 
of the New Jerusalem. 
The Oratorio is to be produced in April by the Phila¬ 
delphia Chorus, with a large chorus and orchestra, and 
has already excited widespread interest among musical 
people as the first work of such magnitude written and- 
produced in America. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PUBLISHER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
B3. Wm li. KITTIES. 
Prioe 76 Cents in Paper- *i,00 in Boards 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in our language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
_ Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
DACTYLIOJST. 
S’OE PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention oi great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Piayer. . 
To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. 
To ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To save time and a vast amount of labor. 
Prioe $4.50, Net. 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artiste and teachers, among whom 
are S. B Muxs, Dju- Louie Maas, Madame -Rrvs-Knta, Bonn. Gold- 
BECK, OA&LTLC PCTER8ILEA, etC.,etC. 
Send for circular giving detailed information. . L. 
Address THEODOBE PS&SSSSlSlt. 
TWO NEW BOOKS. 
“Choice Classics. M 
FOR PIANO. 
-“--a 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on-finest quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET...... __ T AT> AQflATTW 
LEAF.'.■.j_ •_- . annTviri'ranD 
ALBUM LEAF  . ttATinninv 
AM MEER......... 
AT EVENING........... .. RfTFTYTTR 
BARCAROLE.. ..TSHTTATTrOWSlTY' 
BONNE NUIT.......... .. KTRIWAHW 
ANZONETTA..... ... XF.Vft'ETV 
CANZONETTA. .. TTOT.T, A TSTNmit! f? 
CANZONETTA.... 
CHILDHOOD’S FROLICS_ 
CONSOLATION. 
CRADLE SONG... ...K’.TTilRTTT.F 
FIRST MEETING.... ■FLEETING TIME... 
FLOWER OF SPRING. 
FROLIC8........ 
HAPPINESS ENOUGH. ...SflHTTMANW 
HERZENSLIEDCHEN.. .....TTATTRIT. 
LEICHTE8 SPIEL. 
LIED OHNE WORTE....... 
LOVE SONG.......... 
MKLODIE.... 
MELODIE..... 
MENUETTO. .RriFT A 'RWPrWTT A 
MOMENT MUSICAL. 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS.... 
NOCTURNE....... 
NORWEGIAN SONG. 
ON THE RIVULET. ..TTOTt'MA^TNT 
POLONAISE.. 
REPENTANCE.. 
ROMANCE... ..... RTTRmSTRIN 
ROMANCE... ...smrmr a w 
SERENADE..... 
SLUMBER SONG...... 
TRAUMEREI.......... 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS...... 
ZUB T.A1TTF.. 
Price, in Boards, - $1.00 
Price, in Cloth, 1.50 
-3^ 
‘ Classic Duos, - f 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) Hill 
Contains compositions by the best author*?,, arJ of 
absolutely unequaled merit. They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves r- 
formers of the discomfort of playing fr one bo l 
Issned in the same careful and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS* 
ANDANTE AND MARCH.   .BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL'S SERENADE... .BRAGA:' 
ATE MARIA. .."..... GOUNOD - 
CONFIDENCE......................................MENDELSSOHN 
GIPSEY DANCE..   ERNST 
INTERMEZZO..     .MENDELSSOHN V 
MEDITATION..   .FAUCONIER 
MENUETT..   .BOCCHERINI. 
MENUETTO..  GOUNOD 
MENUETTO...    .MOZART 
NIGHT SONG...   ......VOGT 
NOCTURNE  .. . .MENDELSOHN.’'; 
PAVANE, LA..   iOEICHBERGIc 
PIZZIGATI (Sylvia)./... i^iDEEDBES;! 
FRIERE, LA..............   ..ERNST 
REVERIE...  .FAUGONJER'v 
ROMANCE..  ..SCHUMANN 
ROMANCE..   ..HALEVY 
ROMANZA.... ..KRAUSE' 
SERENADE..  .TITTL : 
SERENADE. ..a.   .SCHUBERT: 
SERENADE...  ..HAYDEN 
8ERENATA...... MOSZKOWSKIi 
SPRING’S AWAKENING....... BACH 
TRAUMERIE..... SCHUMANN 
Prioe, in Boards, including separate Violin part, $1,00 
“ ' “ Cloth, “ “ “ “ ' 1.50 
FOB SALE AT ALL MUSIC STORES. 
mSTEXTCTIYE, INTEEESTINGand MITSICA1 Introduction to Studies in Ekrasinf, 
TWENTY STUD! or the pare Mountain Breezes will soon invite your 
presence.- Make your leisure twice the pleasure, 
by taking along om entertait ing Music. 
FIRST LESSONS' 
(If roa nc finlter, Mandolln,;Ujpnjo Flnte r 
Violin call • s« id to lit > c i Ine 1 at urnent at ( r branch 
tore 1 C. Haynk & Co'., 38 Court Stre st. Bo «n. 
OF MODERATE DIFnOULTT, 
For Development of Style, Expression and 
Technique. 
INSCRIBED TO CHI MUSIC TEACHERS 01 AMERICA. 
BY .. 
anton sy&elezko. 
In Op. 100.—Volume II.. 
theooore mmmER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
SABBATH-DAY MUSIC. For Piano. 38 beautiful Melo 
dies, finely arranged. Price fl. 
Vol.2 of Miss Eleanor W. Everest’s ALBUM OF SONGS 
12 first lass .Songs y the l * •<>.* re Pri 
W. S. B. MATHEWS COLLEGE SONGS. °New, enlarged editibn. 82 jolly Songs. 
4-i Rr. OLD FAMILIAR DANCES, For the Piano. 100 of them. 
t ‘ Eaa * (O , ci r> * i * , * at bo V»r nts 
FOE MUSIC FESTIVALS. 
rrl, . . , , ■■■■■■■■, i ii THE ATLAS. By Carl Zerrahn. 29 splendid Choruses, Sacred 
Ihe author has brought together a valuable and Secular. Most of them quite new. $1. 
collection of little pieces, musical and poetic in ~ 
r mm 7 ■: V CHOICE SACRED SOLOS, 34 fine songs..81. 
quality, within the ability of children’s fingers choice sacred solos, for Low voice, 40 songs....si. 
and within the range of the ehildren’s minds. Z*".S' 
They are taken from the most successful col- classic baritone and bass songs........si. 
i i• - /» .I ■ i /» , !_•! j CLASSIC TENOR SONGS, 36 songs.......$1. 
lections ot this class oi tone poems lor children choice vocal duets , the very best. 81. 
the world can show. Everest’s album of songs, good selections..SI. 
„ ' . . . MAUD V. WHITE’S ALBUM, tasteful songs...SI. 
1 here are, m all, o4 distinct pieces: among sullivan’s vocal album, amaster’s work....si. 
them will be found— popular song collection, 37 good songs..SI. 
GOOD OLD SONGS we used to sing, 115 songs.SI. 
- h COLLEGE SONGS, 115,000 sold. 60c. 
..Bcuumanu. COLLEGE SONGS FOR BANJO; FOR GUITAR, each....SI. 
.Gnrlitt. rhymes and tunes. Osgood. Sweet home music.81. 
....Beinecke. INSTRUMENTAL. 
..Schumann. piano classics, VoL i,44 pieces.Si. 
PIANO CLASSICS, Vol. 2, 31 pieces..SI. 
UaumreMer. classical pianist, 42 pieces............. si 
....Reinhold. popular piano.collection,27 pieces...si. 
‘ POPULAR DANCE MUSIC COLLECTION.81 
.Merkel. YOUNG PEOPLE'S CLASSICS, S2 eaov nipppq  _ *1 
A NEW BOOK ON A NEW PLAN. 
Melodic.... 
Slumber Song.... 
Three Angles. 
Happy Farmer....... 
Holiday Eve..... 
Ghost Story... 
Jovial Huntsman.... 
Study-Game of Tag 
Good Night......... 
A Little Story. 
By W. F. GATES. 
Price One Dollar and Fifty Cents 
MUSICAL MOSAICS is a unique book. It is the first hook in 
the English language that presents the very best Bayings bn 
musical topics, chosen from the highest rank of authors. 
The selections are principally in the line of aesthetics and criticisms, 
and range from one line to three pages. Much time and labor has 
been spent on the work, and the book-maker has shown much skill 
in its general make-up. The idea, in its preparation, was to present 
Heller. 
Loeschhorn. 
EMERSON’S NEW RESPONSES. OSr£ 
Quartet and Church Choirs; 74 short pieces of sacred music of the 
best character, such as your choir needs. 
Kullak, 
THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE. 
L. O. Emerson and Edwin Moore. Earnest, refined, elevated poetry 
and music, which will be most welcome to the best classes of 
temperance workers. _, 
QflNG II A■'IllV (60 cts., $6 doz.), by L. O. Emerson, 
oum HI IN T ■ Just exactly the book that will suit 
you for this winter’s Singing Classes. Also an appropriate and good 
book for High Schools. _ 
Adopt, wlthont fear, for Graded Schools, our 
QflNR B§ ANIIAI (Book 1, 80 cts., S3 doz.; or Book 2, 40 
Ov < nUAkr Cts., 84.20 doz.; or Book 3, 50 cts.,*4.80 
doz.) Admirably adapted to the different ages of school life, with 
plain instructions and best of music. 
LICHNER 
170 AUTHORS. 
600 QUOTATIONS The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, etc. 
The work is intended to precede the two vol¬ 
umes of “Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
We will, for a limited time, offer the work at 
reduced rates. 
We give below a few of the names of writers from whose works 
selection has been made, and the number of quotations from them:— 
Beethoven, 18. Christian!, 15. 
Fillmore, 21. Goethe, 11. 
Hauptmann, 7. Haweis, 12. 
HUler, 11. Snllak, 12. 
Liszt, 12. Mendelssohn, 10. 
Schumann, 60. Wagner, 16. 
Weber, 8. Paner, 5. 
Thibaut, 6. Van Clove, 7. 
Space will allow ns to mention but sixteen of the one hundred 
and seventy authors. 
This is a book for musician and non-musician, for professional 
and amateur, for teacher and pupfirfbr all who know or who wish to 
know anything of music In its highest sphere. It has been warmly 
Indorsed by teachers and artists in this country and-England and 
will fill a place in our libraries and on our tables that has hereto¬ 
fore been vacant’. 
^Ereg^teacher^-every student^-shoold own MUSICAL MO- 
As a jireaentatioh valuiae it cannot be excelled. 
Address all orders to j 
THEODORE PRESSED, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
CLASSIC FOUR-HAND COLLECTION (81). Nine¬ 
teen superior Duets for Piano, by Godardi Bohm, Hofmann, BrahmB, 
and other first-class composers. 
nnliir. £ frkA i Inlmu (81.00). 51 of the very best jam 
POPULAR COLLECTION very easiest pieces for begin 
nets, filling 148 pages. Heartily commended to Piano Teachers a 
the first book of pieces (or recreations) to use. 
WHITNEY’S (82). 33 good pieces for Manual and Pedal, 
ORGAN ALBUM by 20 good composers. 
OPERATIC _ (J1), 19 of the best operas are rep- 
PIANO COLLECTION resented, and their melodies form 
the themes for as many pieces, by the best modern composers, fur¬ 
nishing the very best -entertainment' for the lovers of favorite 
operatic airs. ________ ' 1 
CHOICE SACRED SOLOS. For Soprano, Mezzo-Soprano 
or Tenor. (SI.) 3g of the most lovely sacred songs, suitable for 
solos in church, or for epjoyment at home. 
The best Companion for an‘‘ Instruction Book is MASON’S 
PIANOFORTE TECHNICS, containing every exercise needed 
for the full development of technical ability on the pianoforte. By 
Dr. William Mason, with explanations by W. 8. B. Mathews. Price 
82.50. _  
Any BooJc Mailed for (Retail Price. 
• 50 cents will j 
when pnhlTghea, 
panics the order. 
•roeure a copy. 
If easts aeeem> 
Address publisher, 
Theodore Presser, OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, 
1704 Chestnut Street. .. . .. 
EASED UPOH THE EMDSK LEGEND. 
Uni versally pronounced the best Lorelei yet written. In the old or 
new world. 
Melodious and descriptive; excellent study for the left hand. 
Flayed in 100 concerto throughout the country, by the composer 
and Mr. W. H. Sherwood, sincelts pnbMcatton, Marsh 1st, 1888.' 
Address THEO. MESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
